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STATE NEWS
HENDERSON, Ky. — A
grand jury has decided not to
charge a New York truck driver for his decision to back up
on a highway, leading to a collision that killed two western
Kentucky teenagers. Page 10A

les
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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Judicial Board finds Pikes guilty of hazin
The Murray State University
Judicial Board has found the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity guilty of
a hazing incident that injured a
pregnant woman.
"The practice of hazing
pledges, associate members, initiates or members is antithetical to
the purposes of registered student
organizations and is strictly prohibited by the university," said
MSU President Dr. Ronald Kurth.
Thirteen university pledges are
facing charges of third degree
criminal mischief, a Class B misdemeanor, and fourth degree
assault, a Class A misdemeanor,
in connection with a Nov. 23
incident.

According to police reports, community service.
the pledges were allegedly
The Judicial Board found 11 of
involved in causing damage to a the 13 pledges guilty of hazing.
trailer and personal property of The university would not release
Quentin and Tami Clark, of Rivi- the names of the two who were
era Courts, and committed fourth found innocent.
degree assault upon Tami Clark,
The pledges naThed in the
who is pregnant.
criminal case are: Jason Miller,
The incident occurred when the Dane Chandler, Todd Throgmorpledges allegedly broke into the ton, Chad Parker, David Couger,
Clark residence after cutting the David Jackson, Michael Dock,
telephone line to abduct Clark for Bud Bumphus, Rick Casey, Brian
a fraternity ritual. Clark is a Berryman, Ty Curling, Nick
member of the fraternity.
Winsett and Brandon Hayes.
Special District Judge Dennis
The pledges will be required to
Foust is expected to rule this make restitution of all property
week on a pre-trial diversion and immediate medical expenses.
agreement that would require the
They will also be on probation
pledges to perform 100 hours of through the fall 1993 semester

andwill be required to research, "Bad acing" or any similar actividevelop and produce a quality ty or activities.
training program and video on
'The number of pledges that
the policy of hazing.
will be allowed to be taken will
The program must be submit- not exceed 15 for the spring rush
ted and approved by the Judicial of 1993 and shall not exceed 10
Board no later than April 19. If for fall rush of 1993. According
the deadline is not met, perma- to Mike Young, assistant to the
nent expulsion from Greek affairs associate vice president for stuat MSU will be imposed.
dent affairs, the fraternity usually
Once the program is approved, pledges 40 to 50 students a year.
it must be presented to all MSU
'No intramural sports for the
Greek social organizations begin- spring and fall semester of
1993.
ning in the fall of 1993 by the 11
'No social activities, such as
students.
sorority mixers, Greek sponsored
The following sanctions events or any and all
universityagainst the fraternity were also sponsored events beginning
adopted by the Judicial Board:
•The discontinued practice of • TURN TO PAGE 2
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Julian calls
recruitment
top priority

Playhouse
presenting
unique play

By GINA HANCOCK
By STACEY CROOK

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

SPORTS
RE1DLAND — James Foster,
a 6-3 sophomore, had a career
night for the Murray Tigers
Tuesday at Reidland. Murray,
behind Foster's 40 points, beat
Reidland, 100-80 in a game
that was over by halftime.
Page 28

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly clear. Low 25
to 30. Thursday, mostly sunny
and continued mild. High 50
to 55.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.2, +0.1; below 313.6, -3.9
BARKLEY LAKE
353.8, -0.3; below 320.6, -1.8

INDEX
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6B
Horoscope
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Murray Today
11A
Obituaries
2B, 38
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.tri. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SOBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds deparunent.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.
•

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

The message was clear to
Frank Julian, Murray State board
of regents faculty representative.
To survive, the university's
number one priority must be
recruitment of first-time, fulltime freshmen.
That was the message Julian
received during last month's
regents retreat to Barkley Lodge.
And that was the message he
tried to stress to the Faculty
Senate Tuesday afternoon.
"We're in bad shape financially. I may be the only one on the
board who understands how bad
things are and that is only
because I have been close to the
budget for so many years," Julian
said.
At the day-long retreat, regents
were barraged with packets of
material on such topics as
restructuring, health care, student
employment and marketing
research.
It was the marketing research
that Julian said struck him the
most.
"We have been down in enrollment the last two years. We have
to have freshmen," he said.
The marketing research shows
that Murray State is losing more
and more freshmen to community
colleges.
"The idea was to keep costs
low at community colleges to
improve the number of students
continuing their educations. Murray State has got to be a special
place.
"When high school students
come here for festivals and competitions they need to have a
sense that this is a place where
they want to come to school,"
Jdlian said.
Using Marshall County High
School as an example, the university found that half of the
school's recent graduating class
enrolled at Paducah Community
College.
One faculty member pointed
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Tiffany Cooper speaks to Tony Kendall while fellow 'Fences' cast members Adrian Scott
and
Todd Hall listen during a rehearsal of the play, which opens Friday at the Playhouse in the Park.

A very special event is about
to take place in Murray. Beginning Fridal., the Playhouse in the
Park will present a play featuring
an all-black cast as a part of
Black History Month.
"Chances like this don't come
around very often," Playhouse
executive director Tim Burruss
said.
Not only is the play, Fences, a
Broadway hit and a Pulitzer Prize
winner, but Burruss said it is an
educational experience.
The play is in two acts and features seven performers. Fences
won numerous, awards in 1987.
"If we can iget people out to
sec the show, maybe they would
realize people are all alike," Burruss said. "This could be any
family — black, white or
hispanic."
The show is set in Pittsburgh
in the 1950s. The main character,
Troy, had a chance to do something good in his life and
couldn't make it. Now his son
has the opportunity to go to
college.
Troy was a heavy hitter in the
Negro League but never made it
TURN TO PAGE 2

President's welfare plan mirrors campaign
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's welfare reform proposals are taken verbatim from campaign pledges to make welfare
"a second chance, not a way of life." But he
has yet to fill in missing budget and enforcement details.
In a speech Tuesday detailing his commitment to welfare reform, Clinton even borrowed several lines from a September campaign address he made in Georgia.
"I think all of us want what most people on
welfare want: a country that gives you a hand
up, not a handout," he told the National Governors' Association. "No one likes the welfare system as it currently exists, least of all
the people who are on it."
In both speeches, Clinton promised to:

*Expand job training and education for wel- major new elements include the two-year benfare recipients but then require them to work, efit limit, a mandatory work requirement for
limiting benefits in most cases to two years. If nearly all welfare recipients and Clinton's
private sector jobs are not available, reci- promise to give states broad freedom to
pients would have to do some form of com- experiment with local reform ideas.
munity service work.
Clinton cut his teeth in the welfare reform
*Expand the Earned Income Tax Credit, a
movement aTArkansas governor in the 1980s,
refundable credit targeted to the working leading a governors association task force that
poor, so that no family with a working parent helped write the 1988 national welfare reform
would have an income below the poverty line. act.
*Create a national database of "deadbeat
But for all his focus on welfare reform as
dads" to track fathers delinquent in making governor and a presidential candidate, many
child support payments and using the Internal critical decisions are yet to be made. Clinton
Revenue Service to collect from egregious promised to name a task force within 10 days
violators.
to put his plan in legislative form.
Many provisions of the president's welfare
plans are allowed within the current law. The • TURN TO PAGE 3

Restructured college aid system needed to avert crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) — A restructured college finanSome recommendations made by the congressionally
cial aid system, including direct student loans and com- chartered commission are likely to be more controversial
munity service repayment plans, is needed to avert a crisis than others. For instance, large universities are more supthat could alter the nation's "economic and social land- portive than smaller schools of direct student loans, in
scape," a federal commission says.
which colleges rather than banks act as lenders using fedThe National Commission on Responsibilities for eral money. Small schools don't have the staffs to handle
Financing Postsecondary Education, in a report being the paperwork.
released today, also urged Congress to consolidate many
A plan to cap student aid at $14,000 probably won't be
existing financial aid programs, fully fund the Pell Grant popular with expensive private institutions, which can cost
program and issue some loans without regard to family more than $20,000 a year.
income.
Some programs would be costly. Experts say the governThe commission advocated a community service prog- ment would have to shell out $15 billion up front to fund a
ram for students similar to that proposed by President direct student loan program while full funding for Pell
Clinton.
Grants would cost as much as $8 billion. A pilot program
Clinton has yet to unveil his National Service Trust, in community service involving 100,000 students would
which he has said would allow students to borrow money have a $2 billion price tag.
for college and repay the entire amount through public serWith the cost of education soaring, the commission said
vice or payroll deductions at tax time.
it believed there was a "crisis in the postsecondary educaClinton's plan would replace the federal loan program, tion finance system" that "threatens to fundamentally
which provided 813 billion in loans to 4.8 million students change the economic and social landscape of our nation."
in 1991, but not tamper with Pell Grants. He has not promIt said the nation "will pay an enormous price" through
ised other revisions.
dropouts who are "unemployed, underemployed or who

fail to understand the basic principles of our democratic
institutions and political system."
Figures show that from 1980 to 1990, the average cost
of a college education rose 126 percent, more than twice
the rate of inflation. During the same time, median income
for families with heads of households age 45-54, those
more likely to have children in college, increased 73
percent.
"We need to get back to the point we were at in the late
1970s when access to higher education was much greater,"
said Jamie Merisotis, the commission's executive director.
Despite of the cost of some programs, he said the commission was "not recommending any new,federal commitment," but was "talking about restoring ab previous commitment we had that has slid in the last decade."
Sen. Claiborne Pell, the Rhode Island Democrat for
whom the Pell Grant program is named said in a statement
that the report "documents the tragedy of the 1980s: That
in a decade in which technology exploded and the need for
a more educated work force became a national issue, federal support for financing college education failed to keep
pace."
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HEALTH CARE REFORM

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Bailey writes health-care prescription
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

OF9101ta

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
chairman of the Senate Health
and Welfare Committee has written his prescription for healthcare reform. It has bitter pills for
nearly everyone.
They include rate setting for
health services; a state takeover
of nursing homes, a shakeup of
Kentucky's medical schools and
"managed" health care instead
of a buyer's market.
"I would say there will probably be some opposition to some
parts," Sen. Benny Ray Bailey
noted drily.
Bailey, D-Hindman, unveiled
his plan Tuesday for his committee and a roomful of people representing all facets of the healthcare industry.
Bailey said he wanted to get
debate started "when and if we
ever have a special session on
health care," as Gov. Brereton
Jones has promised.
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The General Assembly is in
special session this week, but is
restricted by the Kentucky Constitution to the governor's agenda, which does not include health
care.
Jones' own health-care plan
has been in the works for months
with no clear indication of when
it will emerge.
But Jones has proposed in general terms a system based on
"universal coverage" — putting
every Kentuckian under some
type of health insurance, whether
privately purchased or provided
by government.
Jones did not propose rate setting. But Bailey said no bill without a rate-setting clause could get
through his committee or the
powerful Appropriations and

Revenue Committee.
"If we don't do something
about cost containment, cost capping, I think you can forget about
universal coverage," Bailey said.
Bailey's plan also would
divide the state into six regions,
where health care would be man- REIDLAND COUPLE FOUND DEAD IN HOME
A Midland couple was
dead in their home after a deputy was sent to
aged within consumer-controlled check on them. Charlesfound
Donald Ingram, 54, and Jennifer Ingram, 29, were
"networks", for groups of found at approximately 4-.30 p.m. Monday in bed at their home
at 195 Cold
100,000 people. Bailey said some Springs Road. The McCracken Sheriff's Department received a call from
Ingram's mother who asked if someone could go to the house and
small hospitals, particularly those
"artificially propped up" by check on her son. The woman had gotten no response when she tried to
the couple. CountyCoroner reports indicate both died of gunshot
Medicaid, could be forced to shut contact
wounds to the head. An autopsy is scheduled in Madisonville. According to
down.
McCracken County Deputy Jerry Beyer, there were no signs of a struggle
The American Association of and weapons were recovered. The investigation is continuing as a double
Retired Persons opposes the homicide.
managed-care approach, insisting
on unlimited freedom to select OWENSBORO MAN ARRESTED
physicians and treatment According to the Murray Police Deparatment, Larry J. Rushing, Owensboro,
was arrested early Tuesday morning and charged with alcohol intoxication.
facilities.

FROM PAGE 1
very Important during that
to the big leagues. When Troy's decade.
son is offered a football scholarMany references are made to
ship, Troy denies him the chance. the Negro baseball league and
Troy hasn't realized times are famous blacks such as Jackie
changing and color is less a fac- Robinson.
tor than when he was younger.
"During this time there were
The play has pinpointed a time two ways for a black to be sucin history when the civil rights cessfull — through entertainment
movement was not yet a reality. or through sports," Reed said.
Director Roderick Reed said
The cast members have
the show is educational for blacks researched this era, Reed said.
and whites. Some of the issues
Burruss said set designer Pat
the characters deal with were Skinner and technical director

Subscribe! -1
Elk Foundation
Pictured is Gary Flickinger presenting a rifle to
Terry Darnell. Terry is accepting the gift on behalfof
The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation.Gary won the
rifle in a drawing at the 1992 Elk Foundation
Banquet. The rifle will be raffled off at the 1993
Banquet. Ryan Milk Company is a sponsor member
of the foundation.
If any business is interested in being a sponsor
member please notify Terry Darnell, Rt. 7 Box 103,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or call 345-2506.

Milk

FROM PAGE 1
immediately and concluding the
week prior to Homecoming, Oct.
I, 1993.
'Members, or anyone associated with the fraternity, including the Little Sister organization,
can not display on campus the
letters "Pi Kappa Alpha" or
"PIKES" for the remainder of the
spring semester.
At the urging of the university
administration, the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity national headquar-
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commit to minimum standards of
behavior and performance.
The Pike Alumni Receivership
Board will have the power to
expel or suspend members,
remove and appoint officers,
approve all invitations to pledge,
approve all pledges for initiation
and make all decisions regarding
chapter programs and events and
activities.
The fraternity can appeal the
sanctions to the University Appeals Board.
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the university to improve enrollment is to improve retention of
current students.
"It benefits you to try and get
students through in four years,"
he said.
Julian said they need more students taking a full-time load
instead of 12-hour credit
semesters.
"Our average student takes less
than 15 hours a semester," he
said.
The senate also adopted a
resolution on salary policy that
can be presented to the regents.
That resolution states: "It is the
position of the Faculty Senate of
Murray State University that it
would be inappropriate at this
time to change the 75 percent/25
percent salary policy as stated in
the Faculty Handbook. This policy was approved by the Faculty
Senate and the board of regents
Nov. 14, 1992. This formula does
not apply to restoration of the 2
percent salary reduction for the
1992-93 fiscal year."

'93 RAM 250 LWB LE
Cummins Diesel, Automatic,
Anti-Spin, Aux Trans Cooler,
Power Windows/Locks, Tilt,
Cruise, Cassette, Lots More.
Dark Blue.
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Sabre Gray.

'93 RAM 350 LWB LE

'I4,371

- Frida

N1onda

'93 RAM 350 LWB LE

'14,392

forces is that everyone at MSU
must get involved in recruitment.
"How can I get excited about
increasing my class size when
our department's operating
budget has stayed the same for
the last 10 years. I am teaching
more students with the same
resources and the same number
of staff," another faculty member
said.
To such statements, Julian
once again pointed to the financial situation of the university.
He noted that another way for

For Your Comenience Nos Oilers

'93 RAM 250 LWB LE

'12,888
'12,999

ters sent a representative to MSU
after the incident. Scott Russell,
director of services for the fraternity, was on campus Dec. 1-3
meeting with university officials
and fraternity members.
The Judicial Board accepted a
proposal from the national fraternity to place the MSU chapter
under the control of a receivership board. The fraternity's board
of alumni has the responsibility
for reorganizing the chapter consisting of members willing to

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

America's Hardest Working Trucks—Now Cost Less.
318-V8, Automatic, Air Cond.,
Styled Wheels, Bright Step
Bumper, 30 Gal. Tank And
More. Light Sand Metallic.

ple to become more involved in
theatre because it stimulates
thought about life.
August Wilson, author of
Fences, has received praise from
across the United States for his
work. This play is one of a cycle.
Wilson has vowed to write a play
about important issues facing
blacks for every decade. Thus far,
he has covered 1911, 1927, 1941,
1957 and 1971.
Fences will open Friday. Seating reservations are suggested.

•
s Julian calls...
out that he is embarrassed to
show high school students the
computers used in his department
in the College of Business and
Public Affairs.
"It is hard when Murray
Middle School has better facilities than we do," he said.
Julian said the board members
are so new and face so many
issues that "upgrading facilities
doesn't even break the horizon."
The other message Julian rein-

LIMITED TIME

Kyle Mills have made every
effort to make the set look as
authentic as possible.
Both Reed and Burruss said
they think the play is an excellent
choice for Black History Month.
"You have to look to the past
before you can see the future,"
Reed said. "I remember being a
boy _growing up in Murray and
going to the theatre when blacks
had to sit up in the balcony —
and I am only 37."
Reed said he encourages peo-

•Judicial Board...

GENERAL DAIRY SERVICE

'93 RAM 150 LWB

Kentucky State Police tracked counterfeit $100 bills to West Kentucky and
arrested two Marshall County residents in connection to the phony bills.
1:41
4)
tsindicate
gal
the money has been in circulation since 1991. David W.
, 32, and Mark S. Norris, 41, were charged with counterfeiting.
They were released on $10,000 unsecured bonds. State police. Secret Service agents, the McCracken County Sheriff's Department and the Marshall
County Sheriffs Department worked on the case. A printing press used to
print the bills wits seized in Marshall County. A state police undercover be
Monday night led to the arrests. A preliminary heanng is set for Feb. 12
pending, a review of the case by a federal grand jury in Louisville.

•Playhouse presenting...
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WASHINGTON — President Clinton is considering a quick, $31 billion stimulus plan as well as longer-term government investments in the economy
that would climb to $60 billion annually by fiscal 1997, congressional and
administration officials say. Details of Clinton's plan to revive the economy
and control the deficit are beginning to emerge, just two weeks before he
formally outfines it to Congress. Administration officials, along with lawmakers and aides on Capitol Hill, say Clinton has yet to sign off on many key
decisions. Still up in the air are how much stimulus and deficit reduction he
will seek, and whether — or how — to raise taxes on the middle class.
Nonetheless, two Democratic officials who spoke on condition of anonymity
said Tuesday that Clinton was considering seeking $16 billion in spending
increases for fiscal 1993 to help create jobs.

A YEAR LATER, CASE COMES BACK TO TRIAL

LOS ANGELES — Nearly a year to the day after the state trial of four
policemen began in the videotaped beating of Rodney King, the officers are
coming to trial in federal court amid fears of renewed rioting. Jury selection
was to begin today with distribution of a 55-page questionnaire to gauge the
350 prospective jurors' views on such issues as police brutality and their
fear of more violence of the sort that broke out last spring. U.S. District
Judge John Davies rejected another defense request Tuesday to postpone
jury selection to let passions cool, saying_ he had an "intuitive feeling of
optimism" there'd be no unrest this time. Even so, many store owners are
stepping up security, and police and civic leaders are preparing for the
worst.

CLINTON NAMES LESBIAN TO HOUSING POST
WASHINGTON — President Clinton, making good on his promise to avoid
bias against homosexuals in choosing key aides, is naming an outspoken
lesbian as his fair housing chief. If confirmed, Roberta Achtenberg would be
the highest ranking openly gay official ever to serve in the executive branch.
The 42-year-old member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors was
among four people picked by Clinton on Tuesday for high-level posts in the
Department Of Housing and Urban Development.

Legislators wrestling with ethics issues
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writes

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A comment from Senate Democratic
Caucus Chairman Nick Kafoglis
of Bowling Green illustrates the
delicate position many legislators
find themselves in on the subject
of ethics.
Kafoglis said there has been
widespread debate about an absolute prohibition on legislators
accepting anything of value from
lobbyists, commonly called a no
cup of coffee rule.
"I think there's support for 'no
cup of coffee,' but I think we
want to avoid a situation where
you get prosecuted for having a
doughnut," Kafoglis said
Tuesday.
The apparent discrepancy
demonstrates the wrestling legislators are doing while trying to

•••

State gives
go-ahead to
incinerator

draft an ethics bill they can live
with that still meets public
approval.
"I think they're all coming
from the same desire to do good,
but frustrated in how to deal with
it," said David Karem, the
Senate Democratic floor leader.
The challenge "is to come up
with a bill that's strong, but not
to sandbag some legislator into
inadvertently accepting something from somebody," said
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville.
An otherwise innocent
exchange could mean political
suicide for a legislator accused of
an ethics violation, Clarke said.
The relationship between legislators and lobbyists is becoming
the big sticking point in the ethics debate.
The Senate State Government
Committee today resumed going

WASHINGTON (AP) —
One in every seven American
children receives welfare benefits, government figures
show, following a striking
increase in recipients during
recent economic hard times.
The government's most
recent records show that nearly 13.9 million Americans,
including 9.43 million children
under age 18, received cash
assistance in November under
Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
The program's caseloads
have grown every month but
two since July 1989, and during the height of the recession
saw 2,000 children added to
the AFDC rolls every day.
Activists say the surge in
Americans who receive
AFDC, most of them singleparent families, and the record
share of the population now
receiving aid give more urgency to President Clinton's
promises to reform welfare
and health care and revitalize
the' eConomy.
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Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

EXAMINATION

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consuttation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you ward more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork
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BAKERY
OUTLET
STORE

Make Your Own
Copies

SAVE =no/
UP TO %AV /0
ON BUNNY PRODUCTS

Store Hours

1

Hospitality Corner
Cake Mix • Oats • Popcorn
Frosting • Cereals
Biscuit Mix • Angel Food Mix
All Flavor Drink Mixes

8-5
8-5
8-5
8-5
8-5
8-5

Bunny Return

White Bread
$159
Loaves for

5

Country Hearth
Roman Meal Return

Variety Bread

2

Loaves For $1 59

Irucracloy

Senior Citizens
Day

3

Buns
$159
Pkg. For

Return

Sweets
1/2

Price

FREE appointment NOW!

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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759-1116
11•111
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EXPIRES 331 93

ON
ANY
SIZE

10% Off All Merchandise

BUNNY BREAD OUTLET

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.

'
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

your

401

Bunny Return

()MCLANE R:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A FIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE

$30

300

Frito-Lay
Chips

FREE.

CALL for

vow

1 _1993, Bencinser Consumer Products Inc

Vess Drinks
Pop-ice
Saltines
Murray Cookies

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
5.
6.
7.
8.

-

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

FREE

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

VALASSIS

SI
reigal

BREAD

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nothing Cleans
Hard Water
Problems Better...
Guaranteed!

BUNNY

527-2600
IM 1111110 NMI MI= UMW M1111 SIM 11=1

"I susuct it won't end up in
there if it comes to the House
that way," Rapier said.

Save 30°N0

Stilley Professional Building
501 George McClain Drive, Suite A
Benton, Ky.
Call For Appointment

NMI

There is some disagreement
between the Senate and the
House on whether to regulate
people who lobby executive
branch agencies. Such a provision
is contained in Senate Bill 7, but
has not been discussed much in
the House, said Rep. Jody
Richards of Bowling Green, the
Democratic caucus chairman.

"Get The Rabbit Habit!"

Internal Medicine
and Pulmonary Disorders

MIS

test to determine if such an idea
is still unconstitutional, said Rep.
Kenny Rapier, D-Bardstown.
Agreement has all but been
reached to leave local governments out of the ethics debate
this time. Rapier, the House
majority whip, said local government representatives will be told
to craft their own ethics standards
for consideration in 1994.

COUPON VALUES

SUBSCRIBE

announces the opening of his office
for the practice of

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

VALASSIS

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager
DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager

David Hughes, M.D.

1 NINO

$30

over each point in the 138-page
proposal contained in Senate Bill
7. Members still hope to vote out
a final bill from the committee
tpday.
The committee discussed items
rangint from nepotism to disclosing conflicts of interest and personal financial disclosure.
The tedious apparently will
delay eventual consideration of a
bill because the committee had
hoped to vote out a final version
today.
There appears to be a growing
consensus to allow political
action committees to contribute
to legislative campaigns, but with
a ceiling — perhaps 25 percent to
50 percent of a total campaign
fund.
An absolute restriction on the
amount of money that can be
spent in a legislative campaign
may be passed, but largely as a

Murray
Ledger & Times

1 in 7 children
on welfare rolls

lowering the threshold age to 1.
Also, more than half of welfare
recipients are on public assistance only temporarily because of
short-term difficulties and have
marketable job skills. The mandatory education and training is
targeted at long-term recipients,
but where to draw the line is
unclear.
•How those who took public service jobs would be paid. Clinton
aides favor requiring recipients
who could not find private sector
jobs to work as many hours in
community service as it would
take to earn their benefit check if
paid the minimum wage. Other
"workfare" models have paid
higher wages.
Clinton also pledged to look
favorably on most state requests
for waivers from federal welfare
rules — even if he opposed the
specific state experiment.
"And the only thing I want to
say, to ask you in return, is let us
measure these experiments and
let us measure them honestly,"
Clinton said. "And if it works,
let's tell everybody it works so
we can all do it, and if it doesn't,
let's have the courage to quit and
admit it didn't."

CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) —
A state agency has decided to
allow LWD Inc. to operate temporarily a controversial hazardous
waste incinerator.
LWD officials said the incinerator began operating Tuesday
after the company received word
from the state.
The Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet
said its decision was based on its
review of the preliminary results
of and procedures followed during the Unit 3 incinerator's test
burn. The test was conducted Jan.
18-21 at the Marshall County
facility.
The cabinet said the incinerator
can operate under the conditions
demonstrated during the test until
the cabinet makes a final permit
decision on the company's Part B
hazardous waste permit
application.
The state has set a November
1993 deadline for a decision on a
permit.
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KENTUCKY POLITICS

ECONOMIC PLAN DETAILS BEGIN TO EMERGE

FROM PAGE 1
"He wants to get it right,"
spokesman George Stephanopoulos said when asked why Clinton
was naming the interagency
group, which he said would work
from Clinton's campaign
promises.
"I wouldn't rule out changes,
but a working group is tasked to
come up with a plan consistent
with the plans the president has
put forward," he said.
Among the outstanding
questions:
•How much to spend.
Including the expanded tax
credit, Clinton said during the
campaign his plan would cost $6
billion a year when fully implemented. But aides said higher
deficit numbers might force Clinton to phase his plan in more
slowly. "As you know, the
budget has changed since the
campaign," Stephanopoulos said.
*What sanctions to impose on
recipients who refuse to work.
*Who to exempt from work and
training requirements. Current
federal law exempts the disabled,
pregnant women and mothers
with children under age 3. Some
states have been granted waivers
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Letters to the Editor

`The Army is macho

Dear Editor:
In reference to Mr. Taylor's article in your newspaper (Jan. 28)
concerning the ending of so-called "discrimination" in the Armed Services: yes, "these are the 90s"(as Taylor states) but what he, the liberal press, the arts and entertainment community, and the liberal politi
cians do not understand, is that the vast majority of the American
public does not consider homosexuality as an "alternate lifestyle." I
will not go into specifics concerning their sexual behavior because it
is repugnant and not fit to print.
Taylor states that he was a member of the Army Reserve for six
years — this amounts to one year, one month and 22 days of military
service. Five months of this period was spent on weekends, during
which time he was able to go home at nights, which hardly qualifies
for life in the field or garrison. I have served in the United States
Army for over 28 years and feel that I am highly qualified to speak
with authority. Yes, the Army is macho — it has to be! And yes, we
are paid by the American taxpayer, but we pay too: tens of thousands
of our military have died or have been maimed defending our great
nation in just this century! Would Taylor be paying $4 or $5 for gasoline if it were not for those brave men and women in Desert Shield
and Desert Storm!
At present, we have the finest Army in the world, the best-trained,
the best-equipped, and in the best physical condition in the history of
this country! I want to keep it that way. To openly allow gays in the
military would be chaotic and prejudicial to good military discipline
(i.e., the close living in the barracks and in the field, and unlike basic
training, the soldier does have considerable time of his own); lack of
respect the heterosexual may give to a homosexual NCO or officer or
vice versa; the good possibility of a soldier making a disparaging
remark to a homosexual concerning his sexual preference during an
argument, leading to disciplinary action; and, of course, the fear during combat of going to the aid of the homosexual out of concern of
contracting the AIDS virus.
The Army is not a democratic organization, it could never function
and carry out the mission of defending this nation as such. All of us in
the military give up many of our constitutional rights when we join,
but we do this willingly because we serve.
Finally, as the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Powell,
has stated, there is no correlation between gays in the military and
racial discrimination because we are dealing with moral and religious
beliefs.
Edwin L. Alling, Sgt. 1st Class (retired)
Rt. 5, Box 674, Murray
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The sole ofa sneak
Good morning class. This
week's topic of discussion is
shopping.
Oh, sorry men. I know what
the word "SH**PING" does to
you when your wife or girlfriend
suggests it. We all have the classic symptoms of Shopophobia the
instant the word is mentioned:
'An instantaneous desire to stay
home and do household chores
she's been hounding you to do
for weeks;
'You promised her parents some
eons ago you'd fix the drip in
their faucet. Now's the time to
tell the Mrs. of your intention to
perform the chivalrous act. You
not only get out of doing that
mall thing, but you've chalked up
a few brownie points. These will
be useful to offset the repercussions of your future blunders.
*Tell her you'd love to spend
four hours walking in and out of
stores only to purchase one pair
of nylons, but you've had this
burning need to cuddle on the
couch with her and watch reruns
of your wedding video.(This gets
her every time!).
I recently encountered my latest Twilight Zone scenario at the
mall and if I don't share it with
someone, I may begin to believe
it never happened. Sort of how
Big Bird feels when nobody acknowledges Snuffaluffugus'
existence.
(With a vision in your mind of
Rod Serling in the corner smoking a cigarette, read the following
tale):
Imagine if you will, a man
innocently enters a shoe store,
any store in Anywhere, U.S.A.
only to find he's been catapulted
into, The Wrong Sole Zone
Layer.

V42=4.46.4amm.

TAILORED TOPICS

John P. Taylor
Ledger St, Times Staff Writer
Needing a new pair of sneak- seemed made of some sandpapertype material. Certainly not
ers, I entered a generic athletic
meant for human use.
shoe store. After trying on nearly
On the second day since the
a half-dozen makes of, sneaks, I
purchase, I carted back to Padufelt the salesman's pressure to
make a choice. He gets paid on cah. Walking like some unlucky
metal-detector operator who's
commission for shoes sold and
not by number of stinky feet scanned one too many mine
which test drive the treads.
fields, I attempted to return the
So to avoid losing my sales rep cruel shoes for a cash refund.
to another customer, I mentally
"Sorry, you purchased with a
flipped a coin and chose a pair. check," said Sales Manager
I went to pay for the said Mike's assistant. "You have to
sneaks. I quickly whipped out my wait 10 working days to receive a
checkbook and penned in the refund when you pay by check."
The point almost made sense.
$52.99 amount. However, upon
remembering that I had yet to They certainly can't give me
open a local account, I was posi- money for a check that may not
tive they weren't going to take have sufficient funds to Cover it.
Ten days later, both heels healmy New York-based check.
"Of course we will," said Sales ing nicely, I strutted into the
Manager Mike, who beamed with store. I presented Sales Manager
that glow all young mall store Mike with the shoes and the allmanagers beam when spewing a important sales slip required "for
corporate policy that will please all returns" and requested my
the customer.
money.
Mike then became bewildered.
"Great," I responded. And
within minutes I was totin' a sack It was as if I was the first person
of snazzy sneaks, ready to take ever to return a product to his
on this year's crop of roundball store.
He looked at me, almost hurt
fanatics at the Carr Health
really, and asked, "What's wrong
gymnasium.
(Fast forward now to the next with the sneakers?"
"The padding in the back of
day.)
Five minutes into my first the shoes really tore up my heels
pickup basketball game, my heels and I only used them for like five
were literally raw. The shoes fit, or 10 minutes," I responded.
but the padding, or lack of it, in "Here's the slip. May I please
the heel section of the new shoes have my money?"

Mr. Mike then felt the shoes,
still not comprehending that the
shoe may actually be at fault.
"It feels fine to me," he said
with that mall store ,manager
authority used to intimidate teens.
"Would you like to see the
blisters on my heels, Manager
Mike?" I asked.
He didn't and began to ring up
the return. But then, in a blink of
an eye, Manager Mike showed
that glowing beam again. He
seemingly had me right where he
wanted me. He never wanted to
give me my money back and now
he found the evidence to rejectmy claim:
"Well, Mr. Taylor, we'd like to
return your money, but you've
waited nearly two weeks to bring
these back," he said. "It appears
this is a classic case of wearing
them for a specific use and getting your money back when
you're through. Sorry."
As I look back on the whole
Sole story, I actually felt sorry
for Manager Mike when I
informed him, in front of his
devoted trainee subjects, of his
company's policy of waiting two
weeks for the check to clear.
This leaves me with just a few
questions which may never be
answered:
*Will Manager Mike ever regain
the respect of his work force?
*Will checks ever truly be treated
as cash by store managers instead
of needing 34 forms of I.D. to
use them?
•And though I find myself still
wearing that worn up pair of
sneaks I vowed to replace, will I
ever find myself sucked into that
mallish black hole known only as
The Wrong Sole Zone Layer or
will I forever be doing household
chores for the in-laws?

Denying access to careers ofchoice
Dear Editor:
A few remarks on the subjects of homosexuals serving in the Army:
We are not going to change a person's sexual preference by refusing them access to the Army. What we are denying them is the right
of access to the career opportunities of their choice.
Homosexuals are people, just like you and I. Their preference for
love is the only difference between us. And, remember, straight people have as many perverts and deviates as any other group, including
the homosexuals.
Homosexuals teach our children, they counsel us in their offices,
they deliver our mail, they bag our groceries, they work in our restaurants, they work in government offices, they heal us when our bodies
are sick and pray for us when our souls are lost. The list is endless.
When a person is secure in their own sexuality, then a homosexual
person is not perceived as a threat. Perhaps those who protest the
loudest should turn their thoughts inward and reassess their conflicts
concerning this matter.
If a homosexual is physically, mentally and emotionally able to
serve in the Army, why not let that person do so? And if a homosexual makes a pass towards another soldier — then let that soldier "just
say no!"
And, those of you who quote the Bible on this subject, let us
remember "We have all sinned and fallen short of the glory of God."
Phyllis Freeze-Duckworth
421 N. Cherry St., Murray
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It's a question of attitudes
•'•

,

Dear Editor:
Do any of us fully understand the issue of allowing homosexuals in
the military? Sometimes I wonder. It is not as though gays do not
already serve in the armed services, because they do.
Too many people equate homosexuality with words like preference,
or choice. No homosexual made their sexual choice by flipping a coin
— heads I'm straight, tails I'm gay. Like it or not, being gay is their
natural makeup. This assertion is supported by all of the latest data.
According to scriptures, homosexuality is a sin. But so is anything
that goes against the ways of God. Polluting God's earth is a sin ...
Overeating is a sin ... So is standing in judgment of another human
being.
In fact, there is only one sin that cannot be forgiven in the eyes of
God, and it is not any of the ones I have mentioned.
What is the big fear with having gays in the military? Will a group
of gay soldiers gang-grope a straight soldier, the way "straight" personnel acted during the Tailhook scandal? Do you really believe that?
Can allowing gays to openly serve work? I don't believe so. I don't
know if there is any solution — it's a question of attitudes. Some who
complain say that allowing gays would be the same as having straight
males share shower facilities with females.
Perhaps the answer would be to simply omit the question of sexual
orientation from the military application. Then each soldier could be
judged on behavior, rather than potential problems.
Dru Covert
737 Riley Court, Murray

Just drop us aline ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signal by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in Case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters mutt not be more than SOO words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Cleansing process hasn't been easy
FRANKFORT — By this time
a week from now, the first of a
planned series of three special
legislative sessions perhaps will
have ended and, when the second
session convenes later to address
health-care reform, legislators
may be conducting themselves
differently than ever before.
So, too, may the army of lobbyists that crowd the corridors
and offices of the Capitol during
legislative sessions.
It has been less than a year
since a horde of FBI agents
descended on the 1992 General
Assembly with subpoenaes for
legislators' financial records. In
truth, it seems a lot longer.
For those snared by what
became known as the BOPTROT
scandal, public and private
careers were smashed in only a
few months. And the federal
investigation of legislative corruption may continue for many
more months.
In the meantime, BOPTROT
and the often-repeated scene of
former lawmakers and lobbyists
entering and leaving federal
courthouses, their attorneys in
tow to plead guilty to corruption
charges, have left the legislators
untouched by scandal the task of
cleaning up the mess.

The cleansing process hasn't
been all that easy.
The special session on ethics
must produce a code of conduct
for legislators and perhaps all
other pubilc officials in Kentucky
that removes the ugly stains left
by BOPTROT even as the federal
criminal investigation goes
forward.
The final product as yet is
unknown. An ethics code devised
by a special task force made up
of senators, lame duck representatives and two appointees of
Gov. Brereton Jones, left a lot of
members muttering aloud that it
went too far and would drive
good people out of government
service.
In some respects, that criticism
was valid. The definition of 'lobbyist." for example, was so broad
that practically anyone, anywhere
seeking to influence a public official became a "lobbyist" subject
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to all kinds of tough restrictions.
However, in the grumbling
over the task force code, a central
issue seemed to get lost in recent
weeks: There is a perception
among the people of Kentucky
that lawmakers owe their allegiances to wealthy special interests and not to the people who
elect them.
Tim may not be true in many
cases; nonetheless, there are veteran lawmakers who won't be at
the special ethics session, but
instead are awaiting jail time,
because they were for sale for a
few hundred or a few thousand
dollars. Thus, BOPTROT smears
its grime on the good as well as
the rotten in the House and
Senate.
The good, therefore, have to
lead the way in restoring the
public's faith that legislation isn't
for sale in Frankfort.

No, even the former lawmakers
destined for the federal penitentiary didn't sell themselves for a
free lunch or a drink at a lobbyist's reception. But in the eyes
of the public, that lunch and
drink represent an attitude that
leads eventually to the assumption that $400 is no big deal
either.
That's why any ethics code
developed in the aftermath of
BOPTROT must be convincing in
the way it disassociates lawmakers from the money — in whatever amount — that is so readily
available to sway their actions.
In all the argument and debate
leading up to the special session
on ethics, no one yet has stood up
and suggested that the honor and
integrity of the Kentucky General
Assembly is worth the loss of a
free BLT or a bourbon and water.
That's what it all comes down
to, however. It may not seem that
way from the viewpoint of the
great dome of the Capitol, but on
Main Streets across Kentucky,
that's the way it plays.
Perhaps, before the ethics session, ends, the Main Street view
will prevail and, at last, the BOPTROT grime will be gone from
all that polished marble in the
House and Senate chambers.
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Hazardous material technician classes offered
The Occupational Safety and
Heakh Trng Center will offer
haurdous material technan
emergency response training Feb.
9-11 at Murray State University.
The workshop features 24 hours of
instruction and will be held in room
146 of the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
Jimmie Quinn, training director
for the department of Occupational
Safety and Health(OSH),says that
the course is geared toward industry
employees who routinely work with
or around any kind of hazardous
materiaL Participants will receive
emergency response procedures
which will enable them to mitigate
and clean up chemical spills or
releases. Incidentcommand,chemical safety, emergency response
team responsibilities, decontamination, and clean-up procedures will
also be emphasized.

OSH by Feb. 5.
Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean, College of Industry and Technology,
expresses that the training workshops are an extension of the partnership shared by Murray State and
the region. He says,"The future of
this region is dependent upon eco-

nomic development and the vitality
of its industry. Advanced technical
training and advisory services will
ensure that our work force is prepared for global competition and the
challenges of the 21st century. We
are committed to respond to this
challenge by providing quality

PAGE SA

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

training."
Additional information may be
received by writing the Department
of Occupational Safety and Health,
College of Industry and Technology, Murray State University, 1
Murray St.. Murray, Ky., 420713307; or call (502) 762-3385.

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

To report local news call 753-1916

R/IFTWS
WOODC4
GALLERIES
"Furniture That Lasts

HWY 641 North—Murray

Each daily session will begin at 8
a.m., however it is suggested that
individuals plan to arrive approximately 20 minutes early to complete
registration on the first day. Class
fees are $450 per individual, with
tuition adjustments available for
group registration. Since class size
is set at a maximum of 24 participants, those planning to attend the
sessions are encouraged to contact

759-4522

ALL NEWEST 93 MODELS
All Sealy Posturepedic & Serta Perfect Sleepers
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Marquise Solitare
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Frankel Anniversary Sale

Everv set

$5900

speCial

Sale price

A

TWIN EA. PC.

FULL EA. PC. $129
QUEEN SET $299
KING SET
$399
T

Y

•
""

r
Alik`•

SOLD IN SETS ONLY

ALSO...Soft Side Waterbed Mattress
Diamond Tennis Bracelet

Our est
ng
Cherry Bedroom Suite

1 CT

$399

'29000
ea

$99 & Up

AS LOW AS

*=Approximate Total Weight

$3
9
900

41

itc:611W".41.111'

AS LOW AS

-1,Nt11,4"t,411.4,#.4////44;97P

92 Model
Recliners

Queen Sleeper Sofas

JEWELERS
753-7695
**,,With Approved Credit HRSI

Sectionals

Groups Only)

Your Choice—Bed, Dresser & Mirror or Chest
IF

54

$599 King

er

( Id In

FULL EA. PC. $69
QUEEN SET $159

AA.

$5
9
900

t -->-.104411

2 Piece Group

All 92 Dining Rooms

Traditional
Sofa and Loveseal

MUST GO

$299

Make Us An Offer

* FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE *
•••
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Canup-McLeod wedding
vows will be said Feb. 27

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tom Canup and Wanda Canup, both of Dexter, announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Jonda
Michelle Canup, to Jeffrey Lynn McLeod, son of Jessie McLeod of
Murray and the late Johnny McLeod of Benton.
Miss Canup is the granddaughter of Dortha Duncan and the late
Buel Duncan of Dexter and of John and Barb Canup of Murray. She is
the great-granddaughter of Rule and Winnie Burkeen, also of Murray.
Mr. McLeod is the grandson of Mavis McLeod and the late Bob
McLeod of Benton and of the late Homer and Lethie Williams of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is presently attending Murray State University and is
employed at Storey's Food Giant.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School. He is presently employed with Loyd Buhler.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Feb. 27, at 2 p.m. at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
A reception will follow at the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A Breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be at Calloway
County Health Center, 701 Olive St., Murray, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, at
3 p.m. Sara Bogle M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class which is
open to expectant mothers, fathers and grandparents. To pre-register,
sign up at WIC Office or call 753-3381.

Blood Drive now at Curris Center
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority is sponsoring a blood drive today and Thursday in Banquet Room 1 of Curris Center, Murray State University. All donors
will receive a free t-shirt and refreshments.

Youth Choir will serve lunch
The Youth Choir of First Baptist Church, in an effort to raise funding for
transportation for the Choir's spring tour, will serve lunch on Sunday, Feb. 7,
following the morning worship service. Donations will be received for the
meal. Reservations should be made by today (Wednesday) by calling the
church office.

Young Actors Guild plans event
Young Actors Guild will meet for pizza on Thursday, Feb. 4, at 6:30 p.m.
at Mr. Gatti's. YAG will pay for drinks. At 8 p.m., members will attend the
dress rehearsal of 'Fences' at Playhouse in the Park. Prospective members
may call 759-1752 for more information.

Amy Dione Lovett and
Marty Alan Futrell to marry

Lovett-Futrell wedding
vows to be said March 6

414,-0-•
SPECIAL PARTY - Church Women of United of Murray and
Calloway County recently sponsored a special party for residents
of Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray. Assisting in serving food and
drinks, furnished by area churches, were Clovis Brown, Rachel
Jackson, Estelle Adams, Freda Lovett, Christell Palmer, Mickey
Burkeen, Ludene Bass, Lorene Wilson, Mary Anne Yanz, Sarah
Van Meter and Lucille Potts. Pictured are some of the residents of
Fern Terrace Lodge at the party.

Bogard named as queen
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
honor Renata Bogard, Chapter
Valentine Queen, with a banquet
on Thursday, Feb. 4, at 6:30 p.m.
at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn.

Mrs. Bogard is married to Rusty Bogard and they have three
daughters, Misty, Jessica and
Whitney.
The Valentine Queen joined
Beta Sigma Phi in November of
1986 and has held several positions in the organization.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Lovett of Benton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amy Dione Lovett, to
Marty Alan Futrell, son of Mrs. Nancy Futrell of Murray and the late
James D. Futrell.
Miss Lovett is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lila Cope and the late
Charley Cope and of Mrs. Ola Lovett and the late Rollie Lovett, all of
Benton.
Mr. Futrell is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Bishop
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Rice Futrell, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 198'8 graduate of Marshall County High School,
received an A.S. from Paducah Community College in 1990 and a
Bachelor of Science in Business/Finance from Murray State University in 1992. She is employed by the Bank of Marshall County, Benton.
The groom-elect is a 1982 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is self employed in auto, office furniture and real estates
sales.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, March 6, at 4 p.m.
at Walnut Street Baptist Church, Benton.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Amy Lamb
bride-elect of
Daniel Wheat
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

University Plaza Ow Chestnut St.

Nabil Michael Sahuri and
Susan Helen Kitchell of 1627
College Farm Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Nicholas
Michael Sahuri, born on Thursday, Jan. 21, at 12:54 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
/
2
one ounce and measured 211
inches.
Grandparents are Gerry Kitchell of St. Louis, Mo., Gale Lohmann of Carterville, Ill., and Shibli J. Sahuri of Bellville, Ill.

was-_47.

Price dux tax. Ma.
promos tea Oconee

Cain's 0
CHRYSLEXPLYNIOUTN•DOCKE-JEEP-EAGLE
7534448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

'Celebrity Celebration for Heart' will be held Thursday, Feb. 11, at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn, instead of the date listed in the news release
submitted for publication. State and local officials will be serving as waiters
and waitresses for this fun-filled event for the American Heart Association.
Tickets are available for the event and for more information call Julie Smith
at 753-9802.

Dog Club plans meeting Thursday
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday, Feb.
4, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members are urged to
attend. For more information contact Mary Adelman at 436-2858 or Lee
King at 1-247-8433.

Delta meeting on Saturday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, Feb. 6, at
11 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. An International Program will be presented.
Hostesses will be Clarice Sparkman, Jo Oakley and Sue Fairless.

Youth Rally at Bethel Church
HAZEL CENTER - Ladies of the Hazel Senior Citizens Center
are pictured with one of the quilts they have completed. A variety
of' activities with special emphasis on quilting are held at the center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday through Friday. Lunch is
served each day at noon. Pictured, from left, are Velda Reynolds,
Liz Herndon, Moline Bennett, Hazel Underwood and Novella
Raspberry.

Babies, dismissals listed
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 1, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Barnes baby boy, parents, Lindsey
and Amos, Rt. 2, Benton;
Hammonds baby boy, parents, Betty
and Howard, 154 Sunset Circle, Cadiz,
Barksdale baby boy, parents, Yvonne and Harry, P.O. Box 229, Cadiz;
Garland baby boy, mother, Jeannie
Prescott, 736 Nash Dr., Murray;
Sins baby girt, parents, Shelia and
Mark, 77 Riviera Cts , Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Allison Green and baby girl, At.
1, Box 28A, Alma; Mrs. Lori Boyd and
baby boy, At. 4, Box 400C, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Katherine Duncan, At. 1, Box
482, Dexter; Mrs. Barbara Oakley,
1007 North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Ocie Pearl Sholar, At. 1, Box
312, Dexter; Mrs Virginia Furches,
664 Poplar St., Murray;
Ms. Sandra Wilson, At. 4, Box 700,
Murray; Mrs. Deborah Sain, Rt. 1, Box
40, Farmington;
C.L. Warren, At. 3, Murray; James
Sykes, 923 North 16th St., Murray,
Mrs Alicia Darnell, At. 8, Box 365.
Murray

GOURMET FOODS

'14 939

Heart Celebrity event Feb. 11

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 4,
at 1 p.m. at the club house. Myrtle Douglas will give the thought for the day.
Plans for the March Card Party, planned Thursday. March 4, will be made.
Hostesses will be Nancy Adams, chairman, Louise Baker, Kim McFarlen,
Terry Shertzer, Mary Hopson, Clovis Jones, Mimi Jordan, Lottie Gibson and
Mildred Hatcher.

•

Sugar Free Cookies, Chocolates, Fudge Sauce & more!
Dried Fruit & Carob Products
Salad Dressings, Marinades & Dip Mixes
100% Natural Honeycreatn Fruitspreads
Corn Chips, Salsas & Fat Free Bean Dips
A Variety of 6 Different Bean Soup Mixes
Let us help you create wonderfully delicious
& unique gifts for all occasions...
*Valentine's Day *Weddings •Anniversaries •House
*St. Patrick's Day .Birthdays *New Arrivals Warmings
10th & Arcadia

NO,„ corm Every satainday

A Youth Rally will be at Bethel Fellowship Church on Friday, Feb. 5, at
7:30 p.m. Brian Lewis of Rosiclare, Ill., will be the guest speaker. All ages
are welcome to attend, according to the Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor of the
church, located nine miles east of Murray on Highway 94.

Scholarship Recital planned
A Faculty Scholarship Recital, featuring 11 members of Music Faculty of
Murray State University, will be Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center. Tickets will be $5 for adults and $2 for students. Proceeds will be used for Music Student Scholarships. This concert
is being given by special request for a winter event that is normally scheduled in the fall.

CCHS Class of 1963 plans meeting
Members of Calloway County High School Class of 1963 will meet Sunday, Feb. 21, at 2 p.m. at Shoney's. This will be to discuss plans for the
30-year class reunion scheduled Sept. 4 at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
class had 109 graduates. For more information call Judy Turner, 489-2288,
or Betty Lawrence, 753-5643, after 5 p.m.

Singles (SOS) plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) has events planned for Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 5 and 6. On Friday the group will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go dancing at Mayfield. On Saturday the group will meet at
7:45 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park to see 'Fences,' and advanced reservations are needed by calling Jeanne, 753-0224. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Harris Grove to give quilt away

ENGLISH FARMS- ?

15 pateenger. tilt. cruise, H D suspension
rear hest and ow cond , maestro and more
Perfect tor churcb or civic group Only
24 21111 miles Balanoe of 700 warranty
available Save $7.000 of new

A Morning Retreat will be at Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church
on Sunday, Feb. 7, from 9:30 a.m. to noon. The Liturgy will follow the
retreat. Fr. Michael Monshau 0.P., a Dominican priest and presently pursuing a doctorate in homeletics at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., will
be the speaker. His recently written book, Praying with Dominic, will be
available at a cost of $6 and he will be available to autograph the book. Fr.
Monshau has an active career as a preacher, teacher and spiritual director.
Coffee and donuts will be served. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Garden,,Department meeting Thursday

WHAT IS NEW AT

21.1k 35
MAXI WAGON

Morning Retreat on Sunday

Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America will have a Roundtable for all
leaders on Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church, 820
Broadway, Paducah. The Cub Scout theme is 'Old Glory' and the Boy Scout
leaders will be discussing Order of the Arrow elections.

Doug Colson and Lisa Fisher
of Rt. 1, Hardin, are the parents
of a son, Britt Allen Fisher, born
on Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 1:31
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 20 inches.
Grandparents are Linda Allen
of Benton, Jimmy Fisher of
Brownsville, Tenn., Helen Boggs
of Murray, and the late Frankie
Colson.

Baby boy Sahuri
born at hospital

A trip to the University of Kentucky and Ole Miss basketball game at
Oxford, Miss., is planned for Wednesday, March 3. Bus pick up in Murray
will be about noon, according to Ruth Blackwood, tour representative. The
cost will be $100 for transportation, floor seats, and overnight accommodations. For information call Blackwood at 753-2827.

Boy Scout Roundtable Thursday

Baby boy Fisher
born on Jan. 27

Renata Bog5rd

Group will attend basketball game

753-0921

Members of Harris Grove Homemakers Club are offering tickets on the
handmade quilt made by the club members. Tickets at a cost of $1 each or
six for $5 also may be purchased from any member of the club. The quilt
winner will be announced on Thursday, April 8, at Calloway County Public
Library. Proceeds will be used for community and club protects.

Soccer clinics are scheduled
Anyone interested in Refereeing Soccer (Youth) for Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association, two clinics to become a certified referee have
been scheduled fairly close to Murray. The dates are Feb. 13 and 14 and
Feb. 27 and 28. Suggested minimum age to become a referee is around 13
years. For further information contact Doug Vander Nolen. Referee Coordinator at 759-9226.

Lutheran Class publishes cookbook
The Women's Lydia Circle of Immanuel Lutheran Church has had a cookbook published featuring recipes by women of the church. The price is
$5.95 each. Persons may call the church office, 753-6712, Monday through
Friday, or Eulalya Johnson, 759-9322.

•
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 3
First Christian Church events
include "How to Live and Share
Christ's Love"/I0 a.m.-noon;
Evangelism Committee/noon;
Christian Family Fellowship/5:15
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 3
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
University Church of Christ
events include Ladies' Bible
Class/9:30 a.m. and Bible
classes/7 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Thursday, Feb. 4
Klubs, Bible Explosion and Adult Murray Women of the Moose
Bible Study/7 p.m. and Weekly Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/10
a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30
p.m.; SS Preview Bible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Klaymata and
Praise/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.

Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Public invited
to bring horses and ride. Admission free.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m/Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Spanish Service/St. John's Episcopal Church/5:15 p.m.

Murray Civitau Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:39 p.m.

Murray Kiwaftis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Sjakadc.

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Adult Bible Study, Youth
Group Activities and Children's
Choirf7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Fellowship meal/5:30
p.m.; prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Church
Training/8:30 a.m.; Covenant
Prayer Group/10 a.m.; Bell
Choir/4 p.m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
include Pre Schpolti
and 12:45 p.m.; Arts, Recreation,
for Kids/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
events

•f04:

Thursday, Feb. 4
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.; Pulpit Nominating Committee/7 p.m.

Dr. Jawanza KunJufu/speaker/7
p.m./Collins Center Auditorium,
Murray State University, as part
of Black History Month.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.
Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church/7 p.m./home
of Renee Peery with Kathy Ligon
as cohostess.

:i4 c441i

Clearance Sale!
Up To

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
First Christian Church events
include Singles Support Group/6
p.m.; "How to Live and Share
Christ's Love"/6:30 p.m.; Youth
Adult Advisory Council/7 p.m.
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Amy Gibson

Local girl
wins honors
Amy Gibson recently competed
in the Paducah Jaycees Snowball
Pageant.
She received a trophy for first
runner-up and trophies for best
smile and prettiest hair.
Gibson, a freshman at Calloway County High School, is the
daughter of Terry Gibson.
She plans to pursue a modeling
career in the future.

Off

throughout the store.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only

HappinesaPlace
305 S. 12th St.
7534567

No Appointme
Necessary!

Murral Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
TOPS KY *469 Murray Chapter
of Taking Off Pounds Sensibly/6
p.m. and 7 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce building. Info/
Tammy, 753-6830.

VALENTINE
PERM
SPECIAL

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/Fancy
Farm/9-11:30 a.m. and Dublin/
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Young
N
Hearts/JO
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
•
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C
building.
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FREEZER DONATED — The Martin Heights (Subdivision) Dis,-c-s4.114:11` $10u01
placed Persons Association, a group of concerned newcomers who
At Fantastic Sam's, you'll get a beautiful i
have moved to Murray from out-of-state for retirement or job
Helene Curtis* perm, including a shampoo,
cut and complete style — everything you
transfer, have given $500 to purchase a freezer for Need Line. PicI _
.... .1
ceect from an expensive salon, except the
i .sitIDS STyLE c'
tured, from left, are Ted Miller, Bill Gage and Ken Cook, the
Err 1
original organizers of the association, with Kathie Gentry, execua
tive director of Need Line, and Carolyn Carroll, treasurer for
i :c'Prge;mn"'ec°441"17:1fte $
600 i I
Wo the Original Family Haircutters a
Need Line, standing in front of the freezer at the Need Line office..
,
Supporting this effort was Ward-Elkins Appliance of Murray who
Olyniple Plaza, Murray, Ky. 753-0512
provided the freezer.
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REBATE WITH
$20 PURCHASE!
7,0-1,

4,1,/1-100%„
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And here's a check to get you started!
Prim Good Feb.3 Mrs 13, 10931

Check
Rebate
5.00
1993
Good Feb. 3 thru 13,

‘
7-. TAKE AN
ADDITIONAL

(With A $20.00

Purchase)!

Name
Five& no/100
Address

50a/c) Off

City
Phone
Sewing Center Motto-tut ON LAW
Present to Murray
• vow Vag.
AJ.UIE 1/20 OF A own
CAVA V

SOME ITEMS MARKED BELOW COST!!!
&ad has been sighted
at Behr's!
Official U.S. Postal Stamp

$100 Free Fabric
With Purchase Of
CXL-XLI-LE
Machine

Elvis T-Shirts
15.99

Reg. 26.99
Collectable Elvis official T-Shirt available now
while supplies last. Hurry In!

•

is arriving Daily!
Beautiful Collection of Short Sleeved Silk Shirts,
lovely Spring colors ...
Reg.32.99

19.99

'

-56

8/$1°°

Packaged
Interfacing

:
:

Wht Blk , Nat.

3 'id Iron On
4 `Id Sew In

•2

$1 00

Pkgs

I

3/8" Shoulder
Pads

•

77'

'Soloctod styles All home oubloel to prior solo

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

Murray Sewing Center
Bt-Air Center, Murray, Ky. • 753-5323
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Outdoor pets need special
attention in cold weather

•
IP I.
Inv

Glendale at WhItnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Read the classifieds

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

Final Markdown
On AU Fall & Winter
Merchandise
Savings

750/0

Sangho (second from left), director of employment and college
relations for Phillips Petroleum' Co of Bartlesville, Ohm., pretests
Murray State University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth with a gift to
the University Cooperative Education and Placement Office and a
scholarship to the College of Industry and Technology. Also pictured
are Dr. Ross Melton (left), director of the Cooperative Education and
Placement Office, and Dr. Tom Auer (right), Dean of the College of
Industry and Technology.
—MSU photo by Barry Johnson

Calloway Middle math team
takes tenth at state mathbowl
After such a lopsided victory in
the regional Mathbowl in Bowling
Green, Calloway Middle School's
math team had high hopes in last
Saturday's state Mathbowl. The
team was somewhatdisappointed in
their tenth place finish. They
finished seventh in the Quick Recall
portion of the contest, losing to
DaviessCounty(whoended up state
champion)and defeating Paintsville
Jr. High. The team finished eighth
in the problem solving portion ofthe
contest. Calloway accumulated 360
total points for tenth place overall,
but was a mere eight points xfrom
sixth place St. Francis Middle who

had 368 points. Following St.
Francis was seventh place Meyzeek
Middle with 366 points, eighth
place Woodlands with 364 points,
and ninth place Morton Jr. High was
but two points above Calloway with
362 points.
Patrick Haney received an award
for finishing in the top ten(out of80
participants) in the individual problem solving portion of the contest.
Members of the math team at Calloway are Erica Stickler, Laurie
Witte, Kenny Ernstberger, Thomas
Wilcox, Scott Kellie, Mike Wojociechowski, and Patrick Haney.
The team is coached by Bill Miller.

Up To

Howard & Jobe
Paris, TN

1991 Cadillac Fleetwood

Sale Price

One owner, digital dash, all pwr., plus
lighted vanity mirror in rear

20,900
Purdom Motors, Inc.

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
753-5315

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Kentucky Association of Counties'
agrees to review by state auditor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state auditor's office will
review some of the Kentucky
Association of Counties' operations in a decisio,n applauded by
an organization that helps people
with questions about government.
Sally Wasielewski, an attorney
for the Open Government Project,
said she was pleased State Auditor Ben Chandler was willing to
Lake a look at KACo's management of several of its insurance
and loan programs. The Open
Government Project has worked
to get information about KACo
made public.
Wasielewski said she hoped
the review would "let the public
see what is being done with the
millions of dollars of public
bonds and insurance premiums
that KACo is collecting, especially how much is going for consultants, administrators' expense
accounts and other perks."
The association represents
county governments and sponsors
various programs, such as one
that provides liability insurance,
for its members. The solvency of
some of KACo's programs has
been questioned recently by competing insurance agents, legislators and citizens.

Most of the questions have
come about because some of
KACo's programs are not subject
to the same state oversight as private insurance companies.
Chandler said Monday the
reviews were agreed upon after
KACo officials asked his office
to audit one of the loan programs.
KACo will pay for the audit and
management reviews. The cost
has not been agreed upon.
John Griggs, executive director
of KACo, said it decided to
request the reviews because of
what he called "some bad press"
prompted by competitors and
critics.
"If people have questions
about (the programs), we want to
answer them," Griggs said. He
said that the various programs
have already been audited but
that the management reviews
would provide a second opinion.
The review will cover a
property- and liability-insurance
program, a low-interest loan
program for capital improvements, a workers compensation
insurance program, a healthinsurance program, an
unemployment-insurance fund
and the association itself.

Although January is generally
our coldest month of the year.
spring is definitely not just around
the corner. We still need to be
cognizantofdie needsand comforts
of our pets who live outdoors. The
humane society has had several
repons this yearofunprotected pets
freezing to death. The Creator may
have endowed our pets with fur
coats, but that does not mean they
don't require special attention when
the mercury dips below freezing.
Of primary importance is shelter.
The dog or cat house should be well
constructed, draft free, and insulated,with floors above the ground preferably on concrete blocks. The
doorway should face southeast away from prevailing winds, and
have additional protection ofa piece
ofcarpeting or other heavy material
nailed at the top. A baffle inside the
door is excellent. Cedar chips make
good bedding, which helps prevent
pet odors, but straw is also good.
Hay will mildew, causing respiratory disease and is not acceptable.
An old blanket, carpeting, or even
rags may be used, but Fido may
decide it's a fun game to drag these
items outdoors during the sunshine
hours,and be left to suffer on a bare
floor in the night. Nail them down.
Needless to say,the bedding should
be dry,and changed or washed from
time to time, for protection against
disease. The house needs to be
adequate in size for _freedom of
movement, but not so large as to
dissipate the animals body heat The
roof should be slanted to shed rain
and melting snow.
During the winter months extra
nutrition is essential to produce
body heat. Experts agree that an
outdoor animal needs half again as
much food in winter than in summer. Quality is as important as
quantity,and care should be taken to
provide extra vitamins, minerals,
fats and carbohydrates. It's essential

Humanely
Speaking

Calloway Co.
Humane Society
to provide fresh water daily, and
check frequently to see that it has
not frozen.
As nature provides outdoor ani
mals with heavier coats in winter,an
extra bit of brushing and grooming
may be necessary to prevent matting. Paws may also require care
when exposed to snow melting
chemicals. Applying vaseline to
pads helps prevent cracks and
burns.
If adhered to, the above suggestions should see our outdoor pets
through the rest of the winter, but on
a bitter cold night a cool basement,
or similar shelter indoors, would be
welcome. An enclosed porch or
garage is acceptable if some sort ol
box with bedding is also provided
for conservation of body heat. Moving animals from the cold outdoors
to a heated house and out again is
not advisable, as extreme temperature changes may cause severe,and
often fatal, respiratory disease.
The Humane Society of the United States believes that all dogs and
cats should live indoors with their
families, as they are social animals
who are happiest around people.
But,if we must keep them outdoors,
a bit of extra care is primary to
prevent suffering.

Cowan selected to attend
forum on military affairs
Clay Cowan of Murray has
been selected to attend the
National Youth Leadership Forum on Security and Defense from
Feb. 9 to 14 in Washington, D.C.
Having demonstrated academic
achievement and an interest in a
career in military affairs, Cowan,
who attends Calloway County
High School, will be among 350
outstanding high school students
from across America at the program sponsored by the National
Youth Leadership Forum.
During this period, students
will be in Washington learn firsthand about the national defense
and global security systems.
Cowan is the son of William
and Mary Cowan of Murray. At
Calloway High, Cowan is
involved in several school clubs
and activities, including baseball,
cross country, lifting weights,
serves as vice president of Stu-

CLAY COWAN
dent Council, treasurer of Beta
Club, member of Math Club, and
is on the All-A Honor Roll.

*****************
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INCOME TAX REFUND
Instant Refund For Your
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the Home of Your Dreams

NEW SHIPMENT

$25 & UP
'F/X' HIGHLIGHTS
SOeclal effects for hair from
Sebastian Bring out your hairs
natural beauty or add a touch of
glimmer with new 'F X' highlights
Long hair extra
Avoidable through Sot., February S.

JCPenney
Styling Salon
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t 1 001
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

FREE
DELIVERY
FREE
SET-UP
'with approved credit

1993-24144
Fleetwood doublewide Vinyl
siding shingle
roof Prices
starting at
$23.900 Includes
central AC.

1993-24152
Fleetwood doublewide. Vinyl
siding and shingle root Prices
starting at
$26.900 Includes
central AC

1400 Resewood (3441121) badman WI balk
Nouse type doer, vowiliell Pang, esseepiele
teeth neve and rereng. Rifted lor Ode special
event el $14,11101. Rewreenis as low as 2112 Ps
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16160 Fleetwood (34113, 2 bedroom I bath
Garden tub, ceiling fan ,omplete with stove
and refrig A lot of house for the money. Pnced
at$14195 Payments as low asStiSper month
ISM Rosewood (342113) 2 bedroom. 2 balk.
House typo doer, wired Oar mane ton. Clemegnsd ler Rs growing Weft Roe delleulerem
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•
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KO KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 E, Parts, TN (901)644-0012
Toll Free 1-800-533-3568

Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Anit
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011
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GREAT FOOD
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FOOD STORES
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U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Prairie Farms

Buttermilk
1,2

Chuck
Roast

Fresh Florida

Gallon

Oranges
4 Lb. Bag

89'

139

994
$299

Round White

Potatoes

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Stew Meat

50th.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!

lb

$199

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES
•

Wylwood..
-.*.aLL!zmni•
:

MirrM
SAUSAGE

Assorted Flavors

.
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Wylwood Golden
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Bubba
Cola

Corn
or Cut
Green Beans

PIET

2 Liter

wr.to oss.(I La)

Jim Adams Pork

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Shoulder

Sausage

Swiss Steak

16 Oz. Roll

16 Oz. Can

19' 59
9
69
9
79
69

139

Each

Kurtz Tomato

MarcIn

Fresh Frying

Catsup

Mayonnaise

Chicken Livers

32 Oz. Btl.

32 Oz. Jar

Lb.

Osage Sliced

Crystal

Pimentos
4 Oz. Jar

5
9

169
aim

Lb.

Extra Lean
49

Pork Cutlets
Lb

q

Thorn Apple Valley

Tyson

Hot Sauce

Bologna

Hot Wings

8

12 Oz.

Sliced 16 oz

20 oz

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Banquet

Fox

Healthy Balance

Pot Pies
7 Oz. Box

Texas

Biscuits
10.

39
69

Special Low Price!

Snack Cakes

79

39

Banquet

Turkey Dinner

Cream Pie

10.2 Oz

74 Oz

Mllkhouse Shredded

Sunny

Sealtest

Cheddar Cheese
8 0.

Spread

Pizza
7.2 Oz. Box

Satin Supreme

Bathroom Tissue
4 Ct. Pkg.

SrAr;
Little Debbie
Oatmeal Creme

794

$

Buster

Towels
Each

10 Ct. Pkg.

Pammy

Napkins
250 Ct

3 Lb. Tub

59,
39
99

Trigger
Glass Cleaner
22 Oz.
Quality Care

Bathroom Cleaner
17 Oz.
Good Sense

Kitchen Bags
15 Ct

1°9
99
99,
89,

Orange Juice
64 Oz.

2
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89
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Police acknowledge complaints
before estranged wife was slain
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Pricing

1993 PLYMOUTH COLT
No
of°
_ .

$7,995

Dwayne Tucker (far right), regional manager of South Central
Bell, presents a check for $1,000 to Willie Jackson, assistant
superintendent, and Jean Bennett, community resources coordinator for Murray City Schools. The check is part of a schoolbusiness partnership project between South Central Bell and Murray Independent School District.
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highway, leading to a collision
that killed two western Kentucky
teen-agers.
Henderson County Commonwealth's Attorney Steve Gold
said the trucker's action on a
rainy, foggy December night

Cass'

,....,

vilortots

South dealer.
club, won by the ace, and declarer
Neither side vulnerable.
returned a trump to the jack, which
NORTH
held, followed by another trump to
46K J 1092
West's ace.
V J83
South ruffed the club return and
•Q10
led a spade to the jack,taken by East
*952
with the ace! This unusual play —
WEST
EAST
designed to persuade declarer that
*863
•A Q
West had the queen ofspades — paid
IP A7
54
off exceptionally well when East re•975
•K 8632 turned a low diamond.
*QJ1084
+K763
Spurning the finesse, declarer
SOUTH
rose with the ace and led a spade to
* 754
the ten, expecting to win the trick
The pair suffered fatal shotgun
K Q10962
and then discard his diamonds on
• A J4
dummy's spades. But East took the blasts as Blackburn was opening
*A
ten with the queen, cashed the king a gate at the high school, where
The bidding:
of diamonds, and South — much to Ella Hunter was to teach an afterSouth West
North East
his discomfiture — went down one. noon martial-arts class.
1 IP
Pass
1*
Pass
Had East won the firstspade lead
A relative and a co-worker of
3
Pass
4V
with the queen, South would un- the dead woman have said police
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
doubtedly have taken the diamond knew that Phillip Hunter was vioDeception plays an important finesse and made the contract.East's lating the order.
part in bridge and can be utilized by play must therefore be credited
with
Ella Hunter's co-workers at a
either side during the play. It is gen- having induced South's defeat.
convenience
store in Harold, Ky.,
erally easier for declarer to indulge
It is true that South could have
in deception,since he has no partner made the hand by taking the diato fool, but there are times when a mond finesse, but he unwittingly fell
defender can mislead declarer with- into a trap that most others would
out running the risk of injuring his also have fallen into. Rather than
partner.
censure South for his lack of acumen,
Here is a case where declarer though,it is far more fitting to credit
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — A
went wrong because of a fine decep- East with making the most of a rare
tive play by a defender. West led a opportunity to4ead declarer astray. grand jury has decided not to
charge a New York truck driver
Tomorrow: A tantalizing problem.
for his decision to back up on a
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Sam & Janet Housden
Calloway Co.
753-0090

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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apparently didn't "rise to the

level of criminal activity" in the
minds of a county grand jury.
The case regarding trucker
Scotty G. Brown of Winthrop,
N.Y., was presented to the grand
jury on Tuesday.
Brown, 28, was backing his
flatbed trailer into a parking lot
to turn around on U.S. 41A near
Cairo when a pickup carrying six
teen-agers hit the trailer.
He was jailed for 10 days after
the Dec. 27 crash on initial
charges of two counts of seconddegree manslaughter and four
counts of first-degree wanton
endangerment, as well as a traffic
violation.
Last month, a judge reduced
the manslaughter charges to reckless homicide and dismissed the
traffic violation. But under Kentucky law, a grand jury must
return an indictment before criminal charges are pursued in state
Courts.

The trailer, which was blocking both lanes, was covered by a
black tarpaulin and would have
been impossible to see, said Henderson County Coroner Don
Cantley.
The pickup's driver, Denise
Elliott, 16, of Corydon, was
killed instantly, authorities said.
A passenger, Brandon Abell, 16,
of Henderson, was fatally injured.
The four other teen-agers were
hospitalized.
Gold acknowledged that the
accident had divided Henderson
County. Brown, a novice longdistance trucker, had drawn a lot
of sympathy.
"I told the grand jury not to
consider what other people think,
or what anyone else would have
done," Gold said. "I told the
grand jury they should look at the
facts and the law and make their
own determination."

Shelter
Insurance
Businessowner's
Policy
Dreigned especiany for the man
tO medium size business risk
Co.'...,• le, yore property. ItsiellIty
empower*. low el beelsome sems
and other option's' preseetios
Shelter Insurance Companies
Home Office

Columbia, MO 65218

NNW "Jodi' Roaidna
licensed b KY & T11
750-1033 w 7534173
401 & 12111 St • Murray

2400 East Wood Street • Paris. TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

All prices are pius tax 1:!le and 1,re- .,
,gehalps A; : ,
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have said that state police
responded to calls that Phillip
Hunter was following and
threatening Ella Hunter. But, one
co-worker said, police "just went
in there and asked him to leave."
Records show that on Oct. 2,
Ella Hunter had received an
emergency protective order
requiring Phillip Hunter to stay at
least 50 feet away from her. The
order was extended for a year on
Oct. 13.
Forsythe said police responded
to each call but that records indicate they found Phillip Hunter in
Ella Hunter's presence once —
on Oct. 7, five days after she got
the protective order.
Forsythe said he was the officer who found Phillip Hunter at
Ella Hunter's workplace Oct. 7.
Although protective orders are
logged on a statewide lawenforcement computer system,
Forsythe said he didn't know on
Oct. 7 that Ella Hunter had
received one. He said she didn't
indicate she had one.
Records show that the Floyd
County Sheriff's Department did
not serve the protective order on
Phillip Hunter until six days after
she obtained it. That could mean
the order was not in force when
Forsythe found him at the convenience store.
Officials with the Floyd County sheriff's office did not return a
telephone call Tuesday night for
comment on reasons for the
delay.
A copy of the protective order
was in Ella Hunter's purse when
she and Blackburn were killed.
Forsythe said that on Oct. 7, he
talked with Ella Hunter and her
husband separately — out of the
hearing of the other.'
"She says, 'There's no problem,' and he says, 'There's no
problem," Forsythe said.

Grand jury decides not to charge
trucker who killed teens in crash

898

9
05

"We have to see it being violated," he said. "Or we have to
see evidence of physical abuse."
The reports, during a period
before the slayings, came from
Ella Hunter, her friends and relatives, Forsythe said. The complaints ranged from allegations
that Phillip Hunter had either
approached his wife directly or
had driven near her residence or
workplace, he said.
Phillip Hunter, 46, of Honaker,
has pleaded innocent to two murder charges in the death of his
42-year-old wife and Darrell
Blackburn, 45, of Owsley in Pike
County.

Contract Bridge

1\A, qt

--• ••-- _________•0\
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PIKEVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky State Police received
four complaints that a man had
approached his estranged wife
before he allegedly shot and
killed her and her boyfriend, a
state police commander
acknowledged.
But Capt. Robert Forsythe of
the Pikeville post said Tuesday
that officers had no evidence that
Phillip Hunter was violating a
court order to stay away from
Ella Frances Hunter, who died
Sunday outside Betsy Layne High
School.
Under a new state law, police
are allowed to immediately arrest
people who violate protective
orders. But Forsythe said police
found no evidence on which to
arrest Phillip Hunter.
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Charles B. Wilson
Charles B. Wilson, 79, Hazel.
died Tuesday at 8:45 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
He was co-owner of WilsonHolsapple Service Station at
Hazel for over 40 year. A Navy
veteran of World War 11, he
served in New Guinea and Australia. He was a member of Hazel
Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Rachel Wilson,
died 1 4 years ago. Born Oct. 13.
1913, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Marion
Wilson and Grace Caldwell
Wilson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Charlene Holsapple and
husband, Burton, Re 2. Hazel;
two sons, Larry Wilson and wife,
Joyce, Hazel, and Jimmy Wilson,
Jacksonville, Ill.; three brothers,
Dean Wilson, Hazel, Ted Wilson,
Murray, and James Wilson,
Mesa, Ariz.; seven grandchildren
including Mrs. Cheryl Milner and
husband, Vick, Hazel; seven
great-grandchildren.

J.H. Franklin
J.H. Franklin, 99, died Tuesday
at 3 p.m. at his home in Jonesboro, Ark.
He was a business and civic
leader in Jonesboro. His wife,
Mrs. Pattie Franklin, died in July
1981.
Born Aug. 12, 1893, in Scottsville, Ky., he was the son of the
late John Franklin and Sara
Eddings Franklin.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anne Doran and husband, H. Glenn, Murray; eight
grandchildren including Harold

John Billy (J.B.) Wilson
CHARLES B. WILSON
The funeral will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Tim Adcock will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Anne Watkins
The funeral for Mrs. Anne
Watkins will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Earwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Watkins, former resident
of Murray, died Sunday at 10
a.m. at her home at Navarre, Fla.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ol 9 AM
Company

Price
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Dow Joon lad. Avg._-..+12.16
DJIA Previous Close.,..332847
Air Products------.4434+14
AT&T
5414+1h
Bell South.--.5314 sac
Briggs & Stratton— 5914+1h
Chryskr--------3834 sac
Deaa Foods---- 2.874+1/1
Emma
--4174-31s
Flatter
Ford Motor.--................... 47-14
Geseral Electric.-1414./
1
4
General Motors.-- 3711.+14
Goodricb.—.--4914+14
Goodyear
6914+14
I B
Ingersoll itaad
3.174+14
K-Mart_
23113+1/4
K U Kaergy
2P4 Esc
171/2 sec
/Erne'
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34+14
McDonald!'
511.14
J.C. Pansy
7514+1/4
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Wis+

Texaco
Time Warmer
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in this stock.

Court Square
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — If you think it's cold where you
live. consider Alaska. It's minus 50 on the North Slope, and if you
include the wind chill, make it 100 below zero.
Tires are freezing on cars. Blinding ice fog is restricting flights
in some cities. Snow is piling up, cutting off some villages.
And if that weren't bad enough, Punxsutawney Phil, the forecasting groundhog from Pennsylvania, predicted six more weeks of
winter.
This was not good news in Fairbanks, where the overnight low
was 56 below. The National Weather Service said the coldest point
in the state Tuesday was 61 below atTanaria, about 125 miles west
of Fairbanks, but one trucker was pooh-poohing that number.
At Coldfoot, about 50 miles north of the Arctic Circle and the
nation's northernmost truck stop. trucker Frank West said it was
about 72 below zero.
"I got in here about 2:30 a.m., and couldn't keep the truck warm
with three heaters on it," said West, who was hauling drilling mud
to the Prudhoe Bay oilfields. "You have to rev them up to 1500
(rpms) just to keep it warm enough to sleep."
Mary Lou Wojtalik, a Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman, said small planes in Fairbanks were grounded by the cold
and a buildup of ice fog that lowered visibility.
At least one remote village was feeling the effects of the cold
and heavy anowfall in Alaska's Interior this winter.
Linda Soderquist, a teacher in Telida, about 200 miles southwest
ofFairbanks, said Tuesday the Athabaskan village of 15 was running thOrt of food and fuel because the weather has limited hunting
and the ability of supply planes to land on the snow-clogged
In Barrow, west of Prudhoe on the Arctic Ocean coast, drivers
who got their vehicles started had to take it stow because temperatures around 50 below froze their tires flat.
"They're basically square when you first take off," said Stott
Campbell, deputy director of the North Slope Borough's Public
Safety Department. "It takes a mile or two to get them straightened
out."
Not everyone dislikes the bitter temperatures.
At Prudhoe, oil companies roll out the red carpet for extreme
cold.
"We like cold weather because we can make more oil," said
Phillip Gobe, Prudhoe operations manager for Arco Alaska Inc.
"The colder the air is, the cooler the turbines and (natural) gas
compressers operate at, which allows us to process more gas and
make more oil."
He said Prudhoe saw wind chill temperatures of 109 degrees
below three weeks ago, but the field kept running.
"You just scurry quickly when you're outside," Gobe said.

Let us custom-fit you with NEW
INFINITITm programmable hearing
instruments from Siemens!
• More accurate fit
• Clear, precise sound quality
• Small, discreet, hearing instruments
• Convenient, personalized service

30 Day Trial Offer
Call us for a FREE Hearing Consultation:
AUDIOLOGY 502-759-4815
SERVICES III
300 South 8th St.
Suite 304 E
Hu% zit i.r da
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Mr. Wilson, 83, Taylor, Mich.,
died Sunday at 4 p.m. at Heritage
Hospital, Taylor.

disqualified because he got a 60
on the test — well below the
state-required 70.
But Combs, 45, an auto dealer
from Mallie, says the test is
unconstitutional and that he will
fight the suit.
"What gets me is it's fine if I
want to run for president of the
United States — no questions
asked," Combs said Monday.
"But I can't run against an
incumbent down here."
"This is the first time such an
action has been necessary," said
Don Cetrulo, director of the
Administrative Office of the
Courts, which offers the tests.
"No one ever really mounted a
challenge to the rule before."
During a hearing Monday,
Knott Circuit Judge Robert Morgan withdrew from the case on a
motion by Combs. It was unclear
when a special judge might be
appointed to hear the case.
Combs also argues that the he
didn't have enough time to study
because the AOC only gave about
a month's notice before the test
was administered Jan. 16. But
Cetrulo said the test, which is
offered before every election and
when vacancies occur, is not a
secret.
"We go to a lot of trouble to
have the test at the last minute,"
Cetrulo said. "So that people
inquiring about the office ... will
surely by the 16th, with the (filing) deadline being just 10 days
away, will discover that a test is
coming up."
Cetrulo noted that some people
filing for property valuation
administrator complained that a
test for that office took place too
far in advance of the filing
deadline.
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CRIME
STOPPI I
Lennis Beane, a representative of Murray Moose Lodge #2011

presents a $500 check to Murray Police Officer Larry Killebrew,
coordinator of the Murray-Calloway County Crimestoppers, to
help with the program. The Moose Lodge also donated $200 to the
Murray W.A.T.C.H. program.

August Wilson's
Pulitzer Prize Winning Stage Play

"FENCES"

twrrr
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752

Feb. 5$ 6 and 11-13 at 8 p.m.
Feb. 7 & 14 at 2 p.m
General Admission
$6.00
Seniors
$5.00
Students........ .........—
$4.00
Group Discounts Available

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review of prescriptions.
*We work with your doctor and save you money by using
generic drugs when possible.
*We have computerized records for insurance and taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

753-1482

WHEN IS A
BARGAIN NOT
A BARGAIN?

When someone uses "economy" or
"generic" sheet metal to repair your GM
vehicle. Imitation parts may not fit properly.
or could result in premature rusting
So insist on genuine GM parts They're
designed for your GM vehicle and built to
strict GM quality guidelines Ask for genuine
GM parts.They're backed by a Limited
Lifetime Warranty.'
'See us tor details

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc,
641 South
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753-2617

We are serious about putting
service back In service department.
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ask me how!
Any size refund is eligible
We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

All fees can be deducted from the Loan.

Hodge,Noe( & Associates
Th4 Income Tax, Profts.noruta.
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-8069

Quality, programmable 4/
4
fr
hearing instruments you
can afford!
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HINDMAN, Ky. (AP) — A
state law requiring tests for circuit court clerk candidates is in
for a test of its own.
Knott Circuit Clerk Carlos
"Jake" Huff filed a lawsuit to
have James "Tonto" Combs
removed from the Democratic
primary ballot. Huff's suit, filed
Thursday, said Combs should be

runway.
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Edward Hall Boggess, Ed Watson
and Larry Watson.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.

Court battle challenges
test for circuit clerks

50-below temperatures settling in over Alaska

Services for Thomas A. Poore
were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Jim Phillips and Gene
Gilliland officiated.
Burial was in Benton
Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to American
Cancer Society or a favorite
charity.
Mr. Poore, 83, Benton, died
Monday at 4:53 p.m. at giarshall
County Hospital, Benton. His
wife, Mrs. Anita Peters Tremper
Poore, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Bobbie Jean Zimmerman and husband, Claude, Rosenburg, Texas, and Mrs. Sue Nickerson, Benton; one son, Erie
Tremper and wife, Janet; one sister, Mrs. Mavis Loveless, Hohenwald, Tenn.; eight grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
in( us(',wilts

She operated a beauty shop in
Murray for 15 years. Her husband, Irvan Watkins, died in
1927.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Irene Fortin and husband, George, Navarre, Fla.; two
sisters, Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt, Murray, and Mrs. Eurah Blalock,
Louisville; one brother, Sylvan
Darnell and wife, Velma, Murray; two grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

Final rites for John Billy (.I.B.)
Wilson are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. William B.
Miller is officiating.
Pallbearers are Dee Farris,
J.W. Farris, Relmon Wilson, Curtis Wilson, Charles Boggess,

Northern Exposur-r-r-r

Thomas
A. Poore

Doran and wife, Kelly, Frank
Doran and wife, Susan, Mrs. Pat
Weatherly and husband, James,
and Mrs. Mary Atkins and husband, Rick, all of Murray, and
Mrs. Linda Sobigian and husband, Gary, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.;
16 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Emerson
Funeral Home, Jonesboro, Ark.
Burial will follow in Jonesboro
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Julio C.
Guerra, M.D.

Henry County Medical Center
announces the opening of
Kentucky Lake Obstetrics and Gynecology
Suite 203 Medical Arts Building
300 Hospital Circle, Paris TN
(901) 644-2911
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Playwright
will visit MSU
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Dr. Elizabeth Brown-Guillory,
author, playwright and educator,
will hold two free seminars at
Murray State University on Monday, Feb. 15.
In the first session, Brown-Guillory will discuss multiculturalism in
the Barkley Room of the Curns
Center from 3 to 4 p.m. Then,from
7 to 8 p.m. in the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum Auditorium at
the University, she will present a
dramatic reading from her own
works in a discussion of black
women playwrights.
Brown-Guillory earned ha doctorate from Florida State University. She is a professor of AfricanAmerican literature and black women writers at the University of
Houston, where the students named
her outstanding professor of 199091. In addition to a book tided
"Their Place on the Stage: Black
Women Playwrights in America,"
she has written such plays as"Marry
Me Again" and "Somebody Almost
Walked Off With All My Stuff."
The free seminars are sponsored
by the Murray State University
College of Humanistic Studies and
are open to the public. For more
information, call (502) 762-6936.

Prices Good
Feb. 3 thru
Feb. 9

COVITIEnr

iFac.c.a pitaihrsit

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

I&

We Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Whole

U.S. Choice Boneless

Fryers

Chuck Roast
1 59

1 Lb
Variety Pk

49!

I

Lunch
Meat
$239

The Murray State University Department of Military Science will
host an inter-varsity ROTC Ranger
Head-to-Head Competition Feb. 67.
Nine-member teams from the
ROTC programs at Murray State,
Western Kentucky, Middle Tennessee State and Austin Peay State
universities will compete in several
events. Categories include patrolling, marksmanship, weapon assembly and physical fitness training. Awards will be given for top
qualifiers.
Though it is the first year for the
competition, Maj. Richard L. Turner,executive officer of the Murray
State ROTC program, hopes to
make it an annual event.
The competition will be held
from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 6-7 in
Stewart Stadium at Murray State.
For more information,call the MSU
Department of Military Science at
(502) 762-3746.

Finance or
refinance your
mortgage loan
with us.

RErUBLIC

Lb.

Extra Lean

Plum Rose 1 Lb.

Ground Chuck
69

U S Choice
Boneless

9

Shoulder
Roast

Bacon
Extra Lean

Pork
Steak

Lb.

Eckrich

Lb

Mr. Turkey

Boston Buff

Williams 1 Lb.

Ground Turkey

Pork Roast

Sausage

0
89
89°

Baked
Beans

Ketchup
2

99!

Bush s

Hunts

89'

99°

$ 1 19

$ 1 89
Lb

Hunt s

MSU ROTC will
host competition

Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

7add — 7texot lexod 701-

Smoked Sausage
Junior Jam is
1
29
Tomato
set for Feb. 20 Juice
I Lb
Junior Jam, a program at Murray
State University to acquaint high
schooljuniors and their parents with
the campus and its programs, is
scheduled Saturday, Feb. 20.
Sponsored by the Office of
School Relations, activities for the
day will begin with a browsing
session at noon on the first floor of
the Curris Center. Various campus
organizations and clubs will have
representatives available to discuss
activities. Junior jam registration is
planned from 12:30 to 1 p.m. Following open comments on the third
floor of the Curris Center,representatives of each of the University's
six colleges will give 20-minute
academic presentations from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. Students can choose to
attend any two of the sessions. The
six colleges are Business and Public
Affairs; Education; Fine Axis and
Communication; Humanistic Studies; Industry and Technology; and
Science.
Tours of the campus will be
offered from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Closing remarks are planned from
3:30 to 3:45 p.m. Free tickets for the
Murray State Racer Ohio Valley
Conference game with Austin Peay
State University at 4 p.m. will be
available to students.
There is no fee to attend the event
and pre-registration is not required.
For more information, call the Murray State Office of School Relations
at (502) 762-2896 or 1-800-2724MSU.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

.

Pineapple

959

20 oz

89°

89°

Dixie Crystal

Flav-O-Rich

Dole

Veg., Corn, Conola or Sunflower

Whole Milk
Gal. $ 1 89

Wesson Oil
48 oz. $
79

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr, Pibb, Mello Yello

Angel Soft

2 Liter

'1

Bath Tissue

99
'

Del Monte F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

16 oz.

2/79'

Vienna Sausage
Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello, A&W
Root Beer, Welchs Grape

Del Monte W.K. Golden

Hunt's 15 oz.

17 oz.

$279

2% Milk
Green Giant Great Northern or

Pinto Beans

BBC) Pork
$489
Lb.

Amish
Baby Swiss
$q59
'ho

12 pk.

Tomato Sauce

gal
189
,

Coffee

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Cole Slaw

Turkey Breast
299

Owen's Best

BBC) Ribs
59

$3

Lb

24 oz.

Del Monte 17 oz.

2/79'

Sweet Peas
Betty Crocker

Hamburger Helper
Scott Single Roll

949

69'

Paper Towels

99'

$ 1 99

Chips

24 oz

I

T'ilocissee

Owen's Best
Storemade

99Lb

49

Beef Stew

Vlasic Bread & Butter

Hunt's 15.5 oz.

Manwich Sauce

15

A1

11.5 oz.

eli
Owen's Famous

2/9
$299
2/89'

Maxwell House Master Blend

Prairie Farm

79

Arm ur

Armour 5 oz.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello 12 pk. $299

Corn

4 Roll Pkg.

W/$15 Aaditional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Drink Specials

lb.

Owen's Best

C) Beef
59

LBB

$3

Lb

U.S *1 Red

Potatoes
5 Lb.

Washington
Fancy Red
Delicious

Romaine Red Leaf
or Leaf

Apples

lettuce

99

69'

Lb

Florida
4 Lb. Bag

Idaho
Baking

Harvest Fresh
Green

Oranges
$ 39

Potatoes

Cabbage

Lb

Lb

0
49 25

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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SECTION B
Bulach's article
to be published
An article by Dr. Clete Bulach,
associate professor in the Department of Education, Leadership and
Counseling at Murray State University has been accepted for publication in the "People and Education"
journal.
The article, titled "A Measure of
Openness and Trust," provides a
way to measure the levels of openness and trust. "I've developed an
instrument that measures trust and
openness in a group or organization," Bulach said. "This instrument
provides a way for people to measure these things."
"People and Education" is a new
journal which highlights the role of
people in education.
In addition, Bulach has been
asked to share his research which
investigated "The Relationship of
School Climate to Achievement"
Feb. 13 at the 125th annual convention of the American Association of
School Administrators in Orlando,
Fla.
"I think people have talked about
the need to trust and be open,but it's
all lip-service. No one is doing
anything about it," he said. "I hope
with this instrument, people will be
able to find out who they are and
raise the levels."

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
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Imperial

Margarine
1 Lb. Stick

Spaghetti

High school,junior
high math competition
scheduled for March
The Ken-Lake Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Murray
State University Department of
Mathematics will sponsor a high
school and junior high mathematics
competition Tuesday, March 23.
Written exams in two levels of
algebra, geometry and comprehensive categories will be administered
beginning at 9:30 am. in Faculty
Hall at Murray State.Then,at 1 p.m.
in the Curris Center on campus, an
awards ceremony will be held. The
top three individual and team scores
in the algebra and geometry categories, as well as in a cumulative
group, will be awarded trophies.
Also, the top four individuals and
teams in the comprehensive category will receive MSU scholarships.
The entry fee for the competition
is $15 for high school teams and $10
for middle school groups, with each
team having four members. The
deadline to register is March 2.
For more information on the
mathematics competition, call Kay
Moneyhun of the Murray State
Department of Mathematics at
(502) 762-2503.

Nominees announced
for GOP Volunteer
of the Year Award
Homer Bullard, Max Canaday,
Bill Fandrich, Anita Folsom, have
been nominated for the "Calloway
County GOP Volunteer of the
Year". The winner will be announced at the GOP "old time"
Statewide Lincoln Dinner on February 20, 1993 at the Hurstborne Inn
and Convention Center in Louisville.
The State Republican Party
wanted to recognize the volunteer
that stood out among the rest
throughout the past election year.
Whether it was in a Presidential,
Congressional, or Legislative race,
no matter what campaign: the Party
can not be effective with out the
outstanding Republican volunteers
all across the Commonwealth.
Republicans from all around the
State will be attending this great
revival of the "old time" statewide
annual dinner. Dinner tickets are
available for $25.00. Additional
information is available through
GOP Headquarters in Frankfort
(502) 875-5130.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sizing
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
'Wolverine
•Cortarn Teed
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
*Masbc

Pasta Shapes

We Got'em
D & T's Own
Chicken Stir Fry

$339
Lb.

Beef Stir Fry

S

99

Smoked

Yellow

Onions

Lb.
Fresh Style

Meat Loaf Mix

9167

Lb.
Red

Lb.

Grapefrui4
1:11
41

Fresh

97
$3

Sirloin Kabobs
Lb.

Williams Pork

For
Fresh Green

Sausage

Cabbage

47

5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Bad Haugh, Owner
P0 Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-0280

-
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League puts
Schott under
house arrest

'Dogs before Vandy,UK insists
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Second-ranked Kentucky won't
be thinking revenge when it entertains Mississippi State
tonight. Those thoughts will have to wait until Saturday.
That's when the Wildcats play host to No. 11 Vanderbilt, the team that handed them their only loss (101-86 on
Jan. 13) of the season. For now, Mississippi State has their
attention.
"Mississippi State is just as important as Vanderbilt,"
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said Tuesday in Wildcat
Lodge. "We don't look ahead. We haven't done that since
I've been here. One flaw we haven't had is looking ahead
to an opponent."

Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott isn't taking many longdistance calls at the office these
days. Neither would you if nine
of every 10 callers kept asking
the same questions.
To wit: Are you contrite? Are
you going to take the fall for
baseball? Or are you going to
sue?
Over the same couple of
days, a few of Marge's fellow
major league owners have been
only too happily fielding those
same calls and only too
wishfully (but anonymously)
answering those same questions
for her. In order, that would
be: yes, yes and — after pausing briefly to swallow hard —
no.

Foster's 40
Foster has best night ever;
Tigers top 'Hounds 100-80
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

REIDLAND — James Foster,
a 6-3 sophomore, had a career
night for the Murray Tigers
Tuesday at Reidland.
Murray, behind Foster's 40
points, beat Reidland, 100-80 in
a game that was over by
halftime.
Along with his over three
dozen points, Foster snatched
15 rebounds, and blocked three
shots. He was 15 of 19 from the
field, including a perfect 2-for-2
from three-point range.
"I was areally pleased with
the way we played on the offensive and defensive ends of the
court," said Murray Coach Cary
Miller. "James had a big night.
We did a good job of getting
him the ball."
The Tigers led by just eight
after the first quarter, 18-10, but
blew it open by the half, 42-25.

JIM LITKE
AP

Sport Columnist
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Somehow Mrs. Schott's wellheeled peers have convinced
themselves that trying on someone else's shoes is the same
thing as taking those shoes out
for a road test. Because as
much as she is one of them,
she is also the only one of
them who will be told to push
back her chair, drop $250,000
on the table and walk away
from the game for a period of
one year.
If reports circulating in recent
days turn out to be correct, that
is the penalty that will be
handed down today at the conclusion of a meeting of the
owners' executive council at an
airport hotel near Chicago.
If the point of this exercise
in political correctness is strictly
to punish Mrs. Schott for holding decidedly uninformed opinions about people of every
stripe and persuasion, fine.
Obviously, she could make constructive use of the time. And
just the memory of the money
lost should be enough of a disincentive to keep her own
counsel on such matters in the
future.
But if the owners think putting Marge under baseball's version of house arrest makes the
rest of them look, or feel, more
enlightened by comparison, then
they are guilty of wishful thinking — again. And if that is the
case, what happens to Mrs.
Schott does not much matter.
Because as certain as the fact
that a big, fat lawsuit is being
prepared by her lawyers at this
very moment is the fact that
the owners' abysmal performance
on the minority hiring will get
them in trouble again. And long
before Marge's banishment — a
very unpopular move in Cincinnati, judging by the volume of
calls to local radio shows — is
a dim memory.
The lone bright spot in the
picture today is that six field
managers next season will be
black or Hispanic.
Sometimes the grand gesture
has its place. You have only to
think back to the NFL's decision to move the Super Bowl
just played to Pasadena from
Phoenix because Arizona voters
refused at the time to approve a
holiday to honor Martin Luther
King Jr. And so the thinking in
baseball may be that getting
Marge out of the picture will
buy the current owners some
time, too.
But that's probably just more
wishful thinking. Jesse Jackson
• TURN TO PAGE 3B

Vanderbilt (16-3) and Kentucky (15-1) are tied for first Pitino said of the Bulldogs. "They've done a good job at
place in the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division that and that's why they're successful."
with 6-1 records. And that means Mississippi State (11-7,
Mississippi State not only ranks No. 1 in the SEC in
3-4) could play spoiler.
defending the 3 (30.1 percentage), but it also is third in
"If we were to lose to Mississippi State, then Vandy making the 3 (40.8).
would almost have a virtual lock on the No. 1 seed in the
"They can beat anyone in the SEC if you don't contain
(SEC) tournament," said Pitino.
that backcourt," said Pitino. "A dominating backcourt can
Mississippi State has won its last three games, including win a lot of games."
an 80-76 overtime victory over No. 17 Arkansas last Satur"The reason we've dominated as of late is because of
day. Before the current streak, the Bulldogs had dropped defense," Pitino said. "At the beginning we were winning
four straight outings.
with offense and our defense was just average to good. In
Mississippi State, whose starting frontline averages only the last game Florida did an outstanding job against us,
but
6-foot-7, plays a strong perimeter defense to compensate our defense was dominant, both in a half-court situation
for its lack of size under the basket.
and fullcourt. And that's why we've been able to win by
"I think they've focused on stopping the 3-point shot," certain margins."

MURRAY 100, Reldland 80
REIMAN() ..... ..........—......... 10 25 42 — 80
MURRAY
18 42 71 — 103
Reittlead (6-14)
&ONO 6. Nimes 2, Council 3, F011 2. Herrington 2
Jones 17, Riley 25, Short 21, Tinsley 2 TOTALS. FG
26-61 Three-pont 2-7 FT 2228 Rebounds 23
Murray (6-9)
Anon 16. Ch•1111•• 15. Curls A Foster 40. Gann 2,
Greene 9. Weather* 7. Weet 2 TOTALS. FG 31
Three-point 6 FT 20-2A

An equally impressive third
quarter gave Murray an insurmountable 71-42 lead going
into the final frame.
The Tigers are now 6-9 on
the season.
"This was a good win for us
on the road," said Miller.
"We're showing signs of improving at the right time of the
season."
Also assisting in the scoring
were Chris Allen and Chris
Cheaney with 16 and 15 points,
respectively.
Reidland was led by John
Riley's 25 points. Teammate
Brian Short added 21.

Marshall proves point
to Greene in 76-54 win
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger5 Times Sports Editor

Hitting 64 percent from 3-point
range and forcing 26 turnovers,
Marshall County made a believer
out of one of the area's keenest
eyes when it comes to spotting
top of the line basketball.
"They're a fine team," Calloway County head coach Ron
Greene said. "So far, from what
I've seen, they meet all the
criteria to be a good team: they
play hard, they play smart and
they play together."
Marshall had five players score
in double figures to remain
unbeaten in Fourth District play
with a 76-54 victory over the
Lakers, Tuesday night in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Marshall, patterned after Kentucky's 3-point attack, was
9-of-14 from long range on Tuesday. After trailing 17-15 after one
quarter, the Marshals hit three

Marshall 76, LAKERS 54
MARSHALL ....._......._........... 15 32 57 — 76
CALLO WAY
...... .........
IS 23 33 — 54
Marshall (1AS)
B081110.4 11. Story 11, Bundy 4, Driver 12, Northcor
19 Penis; 10. Thompson 8. Dunn 2 TOTALS: FG
29-51 Thme-point 9-14 FT 9-16 Rebounds 28
Calloway (1-10)
Carrawey 4, Greer 17, Gibson 10, Cleaver 14, Anderson. Cogdell 2, Price 5, Boyle 2 TOTALS: FG 20-46
Three-poire 8-24 (Clover 4, Grow 3, Price) FT 6-8
Rebounds 20 (Gibson 9)

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway sophomore Molly Wisehart (55) reaches for the ball while holding off Marshals' Joy Pullen
in the first half of Tuesday's game.

Lady Lakers run afoul in loss
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

3-pointers in a 15-0 run to start
the second quarter and take a
30-17 lead.
Calloway cut Marshall's lead
down to 32-23 at half, but the
orange-clad visitors had established control.
Todd Northcott scored 13 of
his game-high 18 points in the
first half. The 6-foot-4 senior hit
three triples, as well as producing
points in the paint.
Despite nine rebounds from
senior Trent Gibson, Calloway
was out-rebounded 32-20. MarI TURN TO PAGE 38

It isn't enough, Peter O'Rourke
says, that Marshall County is
undefeated and ranked No. 2 in
the state. But put them on the line
37 times?
"They're the No. 2 team in the
state and Howard (Beth) is king,"
said a half-kidding O'Rourke
after he watched coach Howard
Beth's Lady Marshals shoot
23-of-37 at the charity stripe
Tuesday night on the way to a
67-50 win over Calloway. "When
we have 26 fouls and lose three
starters (fouled out) you can't
expect to beat a team that's
20-0."
Marshall, taking advantage of

Marshall 67, LADY LAKERS 50
MARSHALL
CALLOWAY

13 25 42 — 67
03 25 30 — 50
Marebell (20-0)
Seaton) 19. Mdkogal 6. Budieen 24, Howard 5.
Roberts 7. Pules 4, Seas 2 TOTALS: FG 22-65
Three-pars 0 FT 23-37 Rebounds 32
Calloway (114)
Darnel 10, Wisehart, Curio 2. Buoy 8, Shelton 22,
Bead) 5, Ranck*h 3 TOTALS: FG 19-58 Threepoint 6-15 (Shelton 3 Bucy 2 Beech) FT 6-10
Rebounds 24 (Wirrittin 6)

"We were confident in the
locker room and the kids were
ready," O'Rourke said of the
halftime tie. "But our old nemesis
foul trouble stuck it in our ear."
Every member Calloway's
starting frontline — center Antonia Dunn and forwards Leah Darnell and Molly Wisehart —
fouled out. Marshall center Jennifer Burkeen took advantage
inside, scoring a game-high 24
points.
Marshall (20-0) led 31-27
before Dunn's departure, but
quickly built it up to 38-27 off of
their vaunted press.
"We got rattled and then we
got into foul trouble," O'Rourke

eight Lady Laker turnovers, outscored Calloway 17-5 in the third
quarter to break a 25-all halftime
tie.
Calloway (11-6) trailed 13-2
after one quarter but rallied in the
second for a 23-point out-burst
behind 9-of-14 shooting and three
3-pointers. However, any
momentum the Lady Lakers had
going into halftime was lost early
in the third quarter.
• TURN TO PAGE 3B

Eagles' White shops around at Pro Bowl
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

HONOLULU — Reggie White
said he has a list of teams he's
interested in talking with. Al
Smith said he's willing to talk
with any and all of them.
For the first time, free agency
is a hot topic at the Pro Bowl. As
the NFL's elite players gathered
Tuesday, most said they are still
unsure how the players' new bargaining agreement with team

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

owners will work.
"I don't think anybody's going
to know much until they sit down
and work out the final details and
sign the papers," said New
Orleans Saints kicker Morten
Andersen, who will be eligible
for free agency because he's
played at last five years and his
contract has run out.
White, the Philadelphia Eagles'
defensive end, will probably be
the most coveted player who can
shop himself around beginning

March 1, set as the starting date
for free agency. Because of a
court action, he will be a completely restricted free agent.
He said he was interested in a
short list of teams, which he
would not reveal, and did not rule
out staying with the Eagles.
"I've been in this league for
eight years and I never wanted to
change (teams)," he said. "So I
want to know if a team is going
to keep you around or go with
other guys. I have to be comfort-

Mill POSTMAN
O'Neal=

"We Ship Daily!"
Fax
UPS • USPS
Copies
Shipping

For Installation

753-8400 • Bel-Alr Center • Fax 753-9200

able in a situation."
Asked if he thought the Eagles
were hurt by letting tight end
Keith Jackson, who also was
essentially granted his free agency through the courts, go to the
Miami Dolphins during the past
offseason, White replied: "It was
devastating. But I don't intend to
beat up the Philadelphia Eagles."
He said the Eagles, to have a
chance at the Super Bowl, "need
to get some more players and
keep the ones they've got happy,

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Its For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

not just with money, but with
atmosphere."
White also said he doesn't
expect the new free agency to
cause wholesale player switches,
saying, "I don't anticipate a
whole lot of movement. I expect
the top teams to try to retain the
players they have."
Another Pro Bowl player who
would be eligible, but would
appear certain to be protected is
San Francisco 49ers quarterback
Steve Young.

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

'
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Actions& Reactions
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP)- Baseball appeared to be on the verge of another
court fight as the executive council prepared for today's meeting in Chicago, when the ruling body is expected to suspend Cincinnati owner Marge
Schott.
Milwaukee president Bud Selig, the council chairman, repeated that a
final decision wouldn't be made until today's meeting. There has been
widespread speculation that Schott will be suspended for one year
because of racial and ethnic slurs attributed to her.
NEW YORK (AP)- San Diego pitcher Andy Banes and outfielder Darnin Jackson won their salary arbitration cases and Atlanta second baseman Mark Lemke 19st his case on the first day decisions were issued.
Banes, 13-14 with a 3.35 ERA last season, quadrupled his salary to
$2.05 million when arbitrator William Gould chose his figure over the Padres' offer of $1.55 million. Jackson was awarded $2.1 million by Reginald
Alleyne instead of the Padres' $1.5 million offer. Lemke was given
$550,000 by James Duff instead of his request of $925,000.
The Braves also settled with three players. Shortstop Jeff Blamer will
receive $2 million, reliever Kent Mercker $712,500 and catcher Damon
Berryhill $975,000. Los Angeles second baseman Jody Reed agreed at
$2.5 million, Kansas City catcher Mike Macfarlane at $1,175,000, Philadelphia first baseman Ricky Jordan at $1 million and Seattle outfielder Henry
Cotto at $900,000.

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP)- A panel dominated by the NBA will pick U.S. men's
teams for the next world championships and Olympics. USA Basketball,
the sport's national federation, said that the senior national team committee would be headed by NBA vice president for operations Rod Thorn, six
other NBA representatives, two athletes and one appointee from the
NCAA.

II Marshall proves...
FROM PAGE 2B
shall was also 29-of-51 from the
field.
"They had an extremely
balanced attack tonight," Greene
said. "The only thing I was displeased about is we gave up way
too many stickbacks. They were
very aggressive and I'd like to
see us more aggressive."
Calloway (6-10) has gained a
more balanced attack in winning
back-to-back games prior to
Tuesday night. However, that
balance was threatened before the
ball was even tossed up against
Marshall.
Thomas Hornbuckle, the Lakers' 6-0 point guard, was hit with
intestinal flu and missed the
game. Greene calls the sophomore one of his most complete
players and could have used him
against Marshall's press, which
yielded 18 Calloway turnovers.
"Thomas is averaging 2.2 tur-

novers in 15 games," Greene
said. "I knew we'd miss his ballhandling and his quickness
against the press."
Marshall used its trapping
press to blow the game open in
the third quarter. Calloway turned
the ball over six times and Marshall converted them into 12
points, all 3-pointers or threepoint plays. They led 57-33 after
three.
Jason Greer led Calloway with
17 points, followed by Brad
Cleaver with 14. Calloway hit
eight 3-pointers, but were
20-for-46 from the floor.
Also, senior Eric Johnson, the
team's most valuable defensive
player a year ago, was hampered
with turf toe.
Hornbuckle is probable heading into Friday night's game
against rival Murray High, which
will be played at Racer Arena
following the girls' game.

RD

Phoenix coach honored
after two key defeats
By The Associated Press
Thanks to A surprise assist
from the Minnesota Timberwolves, the NBA has a rookie
coach in the All-Star game again.
Phoenix coach Paul Westphal
needed a victory by his team or a
loss by Portland to clinch the
coaching berth in the All-Star
game on Feb. 21. The Suns, with
the NBA's best record, lost
112-108 to the Los Angeles Clippers, but Westphal got some
unexpected help from the hapless
Wolves.
Minnesota, losers of 31 consecutive games to Pacific Division
teams, surprised the Trail Blazers

"See rrie for all your family ussurarue ,seeds"

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

104-91 at Portland. It also was
only the second defeat by the
Blazers in 43 games against the
NBA's four most recent expansion teams.
Portland's loss assured that
Phoenix will have the best record
in the Western Conference by the
cutoff date of Feb. 7, giving the
coaching berth to Westphal, who
served as a Suns assistant under
Cotton Fitzsimmons for four
years before becoming head
coach this season.
Westphal will be the second
rookie coach in three years to
make the All-Star game, following Boston's Chris Ford in 1991.
Pat Riley was the last previous
rookie coach, in 1982.

Stale Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Ro ers 933-9627
LA CIppers 112 Phoenix 104
Odando 110, LA Leiters 97
'Annuals 104 Portland 91
Wedneedey's Genes
Chances. is Phodelphis 630 pm
Atlanta at khans 6 30 pm
lAlsoultes 7 30 p m
Cheveland
Mousier at Dallas 7 30 p m
DONN at Utah. II 10 p m
Unmade al Proofing 8 30 p m
Chicago at Saaamemo 930 pm

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Olvieles
W I. Pa
Nu York
26 15 634
Nem Jersey
25 20 5511
Orlando
20 19 513
Boston
22 21 512
Phladelphs
17 24 415
Mara
13 27 125
Washington
12 30 296
Central Division
Chcago
29 15 650
Cleveland
26 II 591
Atlanta
22 21 512
Charlotte
21 20 512
Indiana
2222 500
Detrat
19 23 452
Miaraukas
IS 24 429
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisive
W L. Pct.
San Antonio
27 14 659
LAO
27 15 643
14ousion
25 14 541
Denver
15 21 .366
Mnnesota
9 30 231
Dales
3 37 075
Pacific Division
Roma
31
9 775
Portend
211 13 613
Suite
211 14 667
LA CUpers
23 20 535
LA Lakin
22 21 512
Goickwi sump
20 24 455
Sacramento
16 24 361
Tuesday'. Can,..
New York 105. Washington 100
Atlanta 1111. Seattle 100
Cleveland 100. Golden State 90
Houston 115, Indians 104
San Antonio 111, Neu .40,111f 93

New Orleans tops WKU
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-Center Ervin Johnson had 27 points
and 15 rebounds Tuesday night
and New Orleans expanded its
Sun Belt Conference lead to three
games with an 89-80 victory over
runnerup Western Kentucky.
It was the 13th victory in its
past 14 games for New Orleans
(16-2, 10-0), which also tied a
Sun Belt record with its 11th consecutive conference victory. The
loss by Western Kentucky (12-4,
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7-3) snapped the Hilltoppers'
two-game winning streak.
New Orleans led by 39-38 at
halftime and trailed 60-52 with
12:45 remaining, but outscored
Western Kentucky 37-20 the rest
of the way. Johnson had 13
points during the comeback and
finished with his highest total
ever in a conference game.
Western Kentucky's point total
was its second-lowest of the season.

GB
3
5
5
9
12%4
144

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

3-'4

EAST
Boston U 71, Motive 69
Dartmouth 105. Vermont 73
George Washington 105, Rows 100 207
lona 82, Northeastern 78
Manhattan 77, Loyola, MO 62
Navy 56, Aar, 39,
His himpshire 87. Harvard 76 OT
Niagara 80. Buttao 74
SMco Han 90 PrOridende 71
Sons 70, Caisson 42
Syracuse 60, Connection 57
SOUTH
Ala-Birmingham U. Tenths 55
Arkansas 91. LSU 79
Florida SI 42. Jacksonville 77
Furman 65, Samford 55
Marquette 69. SCSJ1/1 Flonda 5.4
Nem Orisons 99, W Kentucky 80
MIDWEST
Newt 65. St Lan 63
Drake 96. Tulsa U. 201
lanais St 64. Indiana St 48
Mchigan 73, lAchigan St 69
SW Mosoun St 54. Wichita SI 51
St Bortaventute 64. Nc4re Dame 61
SOUTHWEST
Rice 65. Houston 61

5,4
9
to
GB
3
12
17
23'4
34
4
94
1DA
13
Ill

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
-
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FROM PAGE 2B
explained. "We lost our ability to
get the ball down the floor. People in the secondary roles felt
uncomfortable.
"The momentum of the game
got our kids excited and out of
control," he added. "Marshall
County feeds off that, they're
very aggressive."
Calloway's Valerie Shelton,
who scored a team-high 22,
scored all five of the Lady Lakers' points in the third quarter.
Hitting three of Calloway's six
3-pointers, Shelton was off
balance or on the floor most of
the night.
"She was getting pushed,
shoved, pinched...and they don't
call it," the Calloway coach
explained.
Marshall, forcing Calloway
into 26 turnovers, was whistled
for 13 fouls. Calloway was
6-for-10 at the line. All of which

contributed to O'Rourke being
slapped a technical foul in the
opening minutes of the fourth
quarter.
Calloway, shooting 19-for-58
in the game, hit six of its first
eight shots in the second quarter
to pull within 16-12 three
minutes in. After 3-pointers by
Susan Bucy, Shelton and Farrah
Beach, Calloway led 23-21 with
1:54 to go in the half.
Marshall's Amanda Seaford,
scoring 19 points gave MCHS a
25-23 lead with two jumpers
before Shelton canned two free
throws to tie the game at half.
Marshall clinched at least a
Fourth District tie with the win.
Calloway dropped to 3-2 in the
district with both losses coming
to Marshall.
Calloway's next game will be
against Murray High on Friday
night. The game will begin at 6
p.m. in Racer Arena.

IL

Universal Dual
Terminal
Group 75Dr-700

:1... 1

Our Best Battery-

Duralasr Sub-Zero
6 Year Warranty

Up to 525 CCA
and 100 reserve minutes.

More Power!

Up to 700 cold cranking amps.

Highest OEM CCA requirements for
late model Ford and GM cars
Group '65-875, "78-770

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

$38

WITH
EXCH

Our Best Price

$48&

$58
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EXCH
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Our Best Price
EVERY DAY

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
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FROM PAGE 2B
and his Rainbow Coalition on
Fairness in Athletics is planning
a news conference in
Washington, D.C., to follow the
announcement at the owners'
council meeting in Chicago.
Jackson already has asked the
clubs to come up with very
specific affirmative-action programs, but only a handful have
responded so far. And so no
matter what happens in Chicago,
he likely will renew talk about
boycotting some ballparks on
opening day.
By then it will have dawned
on all the owners that being rid
of Marge is not the end of
their problem, but only the
beginning.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY,
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Alternators
Remanufactured
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EVERY DAY
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Exxon Superfio
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition ............... ........-........-.........-.-..—... Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
ANNOUNCE:MEN I S
010
Legal Notice
020
Notice
Personals
02.5 .....-.........-........
030
—.Card of Thanks
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050

190 ........---...... Farm Equipment
370 .............Livestock & StjppWIs
Poultry & tlppliss
390
400
Produce

F.1114 ID \II N1'

MISCELLANEOUS

060
070 ...„

Help Wanted
.Domestic & Childcare

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

FARMERS MARIO% I

tiE‘L r5., I uk, 1(1.AI U.

St Mit t

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

Insurance
230
.
.....
..... Exterminating
250 .......
Business Services
290 .............Heating And Cooling
530 .......
Services Offered

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

280

RANSPORI A I ION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Mobile Homes For Rent

It I A I, s I.% 1 E

S.11.ES

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

42e

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartment, For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

Lake Property
440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times vnll be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.
MERCHANDISE
Computers
120 —..--130............. .For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
150....Articles For Sale
155 .......---.
Appliances
160
Horne Furnishings
165.
Antiques
170 ......
Vacuum Cleaners
180 ...---........Sewing Machines
195 ...................Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240 ..............
260
T.V & Radio
380
Pete & Supplies

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount Ind Ran.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Mutt Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$1 75 per column inch extra fcr Tuesday(Shop
Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Claseified.s
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

•

Legal
Notke

BID REQUEST
THE CITY OF MURRAY IS REQUESTING BIDS
FOR FIVE (5)CURRENT MODEL POLICE PURSUIT TYPE VEHICLES.SPECIFICATIONS MAY
BE PICKED UP AT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
DURING REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS.

020
Notice

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Notice

DON'T MISS THE BOATWIN AT GAMBLING Write
for free details on how to
win on Horses, Keno,
blackjack, dice, poker, and
much more-write today--Ellis Jones, PO Box 181,
Harrisburg, II 62946

TVA WILDCAT creek boat
ramp will be closed for repairs on Feb 2 and Feb 3
1993

Al Types/Fast Service

28 G-Kids,

1-800-726-0223
t

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

CAPS printed for campaign
or business. $2 00/ea
753-9212.

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Tanning Special
300 Minutes For

s15°°
PUBUC NOTICE
To all interested citizens of Murray, Kentucky.
The Kentucky Department of Local Government is accepting applications under the
1992 Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG)Program. The City of Murray will be
submitting an application for assistance in
constructing a building and rail spur to be
used as a distribution center by Fisher-Price.
The public hearing will be held on Wednesday. February 10, 1993 at 4:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers at the Murray City Hall.
The purpose of this hearing is to review the
proposed application and to solicit public

comments.
A copy of the CDBG application will bean file
at the Murray City Planner's office at 200
Andrus Drive for citizen review and comment
during the business hours from Wednesday,
February 3, thru Wednesday, February 10,
1993. Comments on the proposed application
may be submitted to the attention of the
Mayor until Wednesday,February 10, 1993 at
City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Anyone requiring assistance in accessing the council chambers or commenting
on the proposal can contact the City Planner's
office dunng normal working hours at 7620330 or through the TDD number at 1-800E48-6056 for the hearing impaired.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give youths best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free'
1-800-455-4199
a

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future'? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for 'people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE . This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

23 G-G-Kids

Ugly Duckling
WiLEMEECSOI
Locations Coast to Coast

1-800-THE-DUCK

ANIMAL Shelter worke
needed part-time 8-12am
with occassional all day
substitution Under 30 hrs
per week Apply Tues Feb
2, 4-6 or Wed Feb 3, 2-4
pm at the shelter On east
Sycarnore,previous applicants welcome No phone
calls please

(Nat a 900 number)

America's Second Car

Office: 753-6910

LOST dark smokey gray
female cat Has white feet &
white on neck & stomach
Lost on South 9th & GlenREWARD!
dale Rd
753-5753

Help
Wanted

12 Kids,

IALJAS

Lost
And Found

060

Happy
Birthday
Ray Holt
love
77

WM. N. CHERRY
MAYOR

‘H Brands

Maw

Suotanna Wolf Bed
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-8 p.m.
By Appointment

Kut-n-Kurl
Southside Shopping
Center
753-1682
INA

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following /oh openings
REGISTERED NURSES:
'Sign-On Bonus for experienced nurses*
MeckcaVSurgical Areas. Full-time 3-11 and 11-7
Charge RN 3-11
Weekend option 7P-7A
Ful-time 3-11
Critical Care:
Full-time 3-11
Progressive Care:
Charge RN 11-7
Full-brne 11-7
Obstetncs:
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST: PRN days
UCENSED PRACTICAL NURSE: Home Care Services Private Duty PAN
OUTPATIENT CARE REPRESENTATIVE: Full-tme Home
Care &MMUS position. Requires a B.S. in Social Sciences
or related wee and a minimum of two years experience in
SOP& Work or Heelthcsre
For details contact:
MURRAY
Lyn Ryan. R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
CALLOMY
(502)762-1319

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

MAIER DIMINO CEI1'ER13

T

gemsmiciesitiocil
COUNTRY JEANS NEW
SHIPMENT_ Men's basic
Levis, Lady's Guess, Carhartt overalls lined & unlined, Lady Rocky Mountain leans, latest colors,
Rack pans $10-$19.95. 5
mi 94 E Thur-Fri 12-4, Sat
10-4. Mon, Tues, Wed. by
appointment. 759-1602.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured(
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

Wanting experlinced
OVER-THE-ROAD
DRIVERS
28,000 to
31,000

First Year Earnings
* Late Model
Equipment
* Weekly Pay
* Excellent Benefits
* Fuel Bonus
* Actual Miles,
Not HHG
For More Information
Call Us Now!
1-800-848-0405

PASCHAL TRUCK LINES INC

5O3 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
1/11711111A81 SMOUNINni WV

JOB
OPPORTUNITY
TRUCKLOAD
CARRIER
with lots of
FREIGHT
AND MILES!

'COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Equal Opportunity
Employer

ri6n

060

036

ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.

BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED NO LATER THAN
4:00 P.M.,LOCAL TIME,FEBRUARY 10TH,1993.
THE CITY OF MURRAY RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST, OR BEST BID
SUBMIITED, OR TO REJECT ALL BIDS.

VCR Service

121

020

01)

Uri
Notice

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Job Opening
For Automotive
Technician
Fast growing new car
dealership.
Otters
competitive pay, paid
holidays, paid vacations, paid health
benefits, paid unitomis. Will consider
all applications. Experienced pretered.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 310 AP
Pads, TN. 38242
DRIVERS •Min age 22, •1
year OTR exp. 'Spousal
riding program. Good pay
and benefits with CDL.
'Starting at 25.5c/mile.
McClendon Trucking
1-800-633-7233.
EASY work! Excellent pay'
Assemble products at
home Call toll free
1-800-467-6226 Ext
8047
EXPERIENCED lead
player and keyboard player
needed for working band
Must be committed
436-2701.
HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Up to $800
wkly Will train Call
219-769-6649, ext H-239,
Sam to 8pm, 7 days

POSITIONS available to
XICOOMOCXXXxXXXX
adolence treatment prog- X
DOLL HOUSE X
ram in Mayfield, Ky DirecCAFE
X
tor,masters degree & 3 yrs
Exotic Dancers
X
experience in treatment re- „ Hitry. 79 US Paris, Tom X
quired Social worker, A lAcin.-SaL 6 p.m.-2 arm A
MSW required, experience X
901442%297
X
preferred EOE contact Ky
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Children
Homes
for
Baptist
502-825-2191
SUBSTITUTE need for
Murray Ledger & Times
county route Pays well
Call 753-5350

NEEDED finish carpenter
Apply at Mayall Restoration
Service 641 N Hardin Ky

RNs
Lourdes Hospital Announces Openings
For The Following Positions:

FULL AND PART-TIME RNS
Medical/Surgical, Critical Care &
Surgery Departments

PRN STAFF POSITIONS
Intensive Care, Coronary Care,
General Med/Surg Depts., & Surgery
PRN Salaries Are Very Competitive

$16.70/hr.: 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
$18.12/hr.: 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
$19.04/hr.: 11 p.m.-7 a.m.
For Consideration Contact:
Amaryllis Chandler, Professional Recruiter

LOURDES
II

(502)444-2877

eili2Affirs
Entire Stock

Fall & Winter
Merchandise

112•21 of,

HOSPITAL

Your Hospital for Family Centered Care
1530 Lone Oak Road • Paducah, KY 42003
A Member of the Mercy Health System

EOE

lassified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

641 South
Murray, KY

Hwy.

the
91It
MINK
OPEN SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 14th
Remember your valentine
with balloons, mugs,
fresh roses and carnations,
Russell Stover Candles,
stuffed animals or
other gift items at
reasonable prices.
Call ahead to have
your order ready for
cash and carry.
Free delivery in hospital
and Medical Arts Building.
Hours:
MURRAY
Hon.-Fri
CAILOMY
and SO pia-0:30
Sat-Sun. 10 tnt-d:X gun. couNTy

762-1275

HOSPITAL

1103 Poplar
140 Murray, KY 42071)

—••••.-triewarialeir••
•
•
--

JOB Announcement Number 93-8(A) Date 1-19-93
Position Park Worker (parttime) Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, Ky Grade
and salary Grade 4, Salary
4.765 per hour Minimum
Requirements. Ability to
read and write. Apply by
submitting a state application (which can be obtained
at the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other state government
office) to: Kentucky Department of Personnel Room
384, Capital Annex Frankfort, Ky 40601 Attention
Job Announcement No
93-8(A). Job announcernent number should also
be placed in the upper righthand corner of the application in the "Special Announcememt No blank
Official documents vanityprig education must be submitted with the current application (i e original college transcripts, original
high school diploma, or original GED certicicate) Original documents will be
returned if a self-addressed
envelope is included
Deadline for applying You
must quality. Test', and be
placed on the register by
Februay 19, 1993 'Test
not required Filling this
position is subject to any
state government hinng restrictions. AN EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
ket/PD

FREE

(6 days-2 days tree, 9 days-3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage S
Of This
Sale and
Call

7534
916
to place your ad.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
isn

140

200

270

Help
Wanted

Position
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Sports
Equipment

Mobile
Homes For Sale

PARK Rangers Game
wardens. security, mante
nance. etc No exp neces
For into call
sary
219-769-6649 ext 7159
8m-8pm 7 days

TUTORING could you
child benefit from one on
one tutoring after school'
)
Certified teacher working
on Master's Degree wishes
to tutor children (K 12) with
individual needs in the Murray area
Flexible hours
and references available
Please call 753-9575 after
500 pm

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil. gravel, fill din, white
rode rip rap 759-1828

3 BOYS bicycles, extra
nice 436-5810 nights

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

TAKING applicabons tor
hard wonting dependable
person with knowledge of
general office procedures
Typing & telephone skills a
must Apply between
Barn 4pm at Vegan Metals,
Sedalia, Ky 328-8980
TOOL maker-machinist
needed full time Send resume to PO Box 1040N,
Murray. Ky 42071
URGENTLY need depend
able person to work without
supervision for Texas oil
co in Murray area We
train Write E J Dicker
son,Pres ,SWEPCO. Box
961005, Ft Worth, Tx
76161
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6pm-2am
WANTED experienced
pest control technicians to
work in local company 30+
years in business Good
pay, good benefits Call
753 0499 for appointment
or bring resume to 1302 N
121h

100
Business
OFixtftunitY
PIZZA INN seeking qualified franchises Carry out/
delivery and full service restaurants Easy to open
and operate 110 franchises sold in the last 12
months For info call (800)
880-9955
120
Computers
SPECIAL New IBM compatible 9 and 24 pin color
printer with color ribbon at
black & white printer prices
Try before you buy Call
Hawkins Research now
753-7001
1.20
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

070
Domestic
& Childcare
HONEST, reliable, and experienced cleaning service
for home or business Call
759-9553 day or night
WILL do house cleaning
Please call these numbers
753-2266 or 489-2817
WILL keep children in my
home, highway 464 in
Almo 759-4654

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
CASH paid for non-working
VCRs Call 437-4159
LOOKING for dark fired tobacco base 14 acres Call
435-4155 leave message
MOTORCYCLE 1983 or
newer, dual sport or street
bike. 759-4941 after 3pm.

Position
Warded

OUTDOOR storage building 753-5958

SEWING iobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061.

WANT to buy or rent 1 to 3
acres of dark fired tobacco
436-5430

YOUR 111) COULD BE HERE
L111, 753-1916

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

FISHER Grandma woodstove for sale Used one
winter, excellent condition
with fire screen 436-2858
FOR SALE Complete fuel
insacbon system for a 2 8
After
liter Chevy motor
5pm 753-5783
FOR SALE Heavy duty
over-the-cab rack for a one
ton truck
After 5pm
753-5783
GUARANTEED AMWAY
PRODUCTS for every
need are lust a phone call
away We deliver Phone
759-1101
LET us make your clothes,
alter arid repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square. 1608 N 121, Mur
ray 753-6981
LIKE new 16 boys bicycle
$40 Good 20" boys bicycle
$30 753-1953 or nights
753-0870
SUNTAN beds, new &
used
Home or commercial units
Financing available
753-9274, 1800-540-9790

SOFA & Chair, blue, green
& rust country print $125
Patio door mini blinds, off
white, 78, 2 sets, $25/ea
759-9788 after 6pm

190

INCOME TAXES

Farm
EquiPmtvni

•Individual
•Partnership
•Corporation

1987 220 SPRA-COUPE
880 hours, $12,000
435-6099

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant
204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

/53-4153

220
Musical
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753-9600
240
ASscellaneous
NEW 1 How to drive pests
our of your home More
affective than chemicals,
traps, or ultrasound Great
savings 753-9270
RATS OR MICE" Buy En
forcer Products Guaran
teed' To kill rats & mice
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Centers North Side Shopping
Center

14x70 WITH lot off 94, near
lake 527-7986

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

Murray

WOOD for sale, 753-0527
or 753-9745

REFRIGERATOR, sofas &
chairs, waterbed, dressers,
kitchen table & chairs coffee table, end table, lamps,
other misc items 753-1222
days/753-6620 evenings

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, ngen on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
NON-PROFIT ORGANilAliON

FIREWOOD for sale
Pickup or delivered
753-1198

14x70 CLAYTON mobile
home 2br, 2 bath Selling
on 210 square Very Good
condition, call 489-2129 after 4pm

THEWS BARGAIN BIN

P.O. Box 1033

FIREWOOD 436-5598

ELECTRIC range (white)
built in oven, cook top and
hood (avacado), floral sofa
and chair. 436-5810 night
753-6116 days.

Knights of Columbus Hall

753-03E36

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SPA,
5
person,
6'7-x6'10-x35, 2hp pump
for 5 lets, light, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old $2950 Call KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J B Wilburn, specia753-3488
lizing in criminal, civil.
domestic and insurance in155
vestigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Appliances
502-436-6099 Licensed in
REFRIGERATOR and Kentucky and Tennessee
cook stove 753-2608
270
160
Mobile
Horne
Homes For Sale
Furnngs
12x60 MOBILE home
BEDROOM suite, chair
arge outbuilding, house
couch All excellent condi
oof, in town $5700 obo
bon 759-4142 after 5pm
Call 753 0253 after 5pm

(Doers nen ot 6-00)

01111 10 1111 PUBIC.

210

= - 04-

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 E, Milan, TN 3 sale
locations with over 60
homes to choose from Call
toll free for complete list of
homes, 1-800-282-3781
We are a volume dealer
and won't be undersold If
you want to save money.
call Best Super special.
1993. 16x80, 3br, 2 bath,
delivered and set-up, 2 left,
$16,990 1993 model, abe
only $9999, delivered and
set-up included, $518
down, less than $150/mo
1 left, 1992 close out
14019, 3br, delivered and
set-up, terrific buy,
$12,900 1993 double
wide, only $17,990, deityery and set-up, small down
payment of $899 can buy
this home No cash down
needed with land We have
10 used and repo's to
choose from Call toll
free for
details,
1-800-282-3781 We have
fixed interest rates that start
at 7 50% with approved
credit, low, low payments If
you've had credit problems
in the past, and have reestablished credit, call us
toll free, we might be able to
help you buy a home.
1 -800-282-3781
14 WIDE mobile home
manufactured in the
1980's Central A/H $6800
Call 753-7953
CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
the southeast's largest &
oldest dealerships of quality built, energy efficient
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc . Lake Hwy 79 E. Paris,
TN 1-800-642-4891
NEW 1993 14'x70' Fleetwood mobile home Nice
shaded large 100'x170' lot
Out building $25,000 Call
759-9732 after 3 30 Ask
for Mike

.By Way of the
Grapevine
- Antiques & Gifts

All occasion herb wreaths & swags. New shipment every
week of afghans, stoneware, punched tin lamps, and
country floor & table lamps. New to Murray area Graniteware(dishwasher & oven safe). Red, green, blue
& black, swirled pattern. Christmas corner all year

[Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM

2BR water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

4 CAR dean up shop of
ice, paved lot, air
753-4509
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time full time, small,
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612
UP to 3400 sq ft located
121 Bypass 753-2225,
759-1509 after 6pm

Apartments
For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2 2BR, $250/mo 2- 3br,
$275/mo Lease & deposit
required
753 9669
753-8101
28R, 2bath, duplex, w/
garage, central gas heat
Appliances furnished
Available 1/25/93
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up.
central h/a $350/mo Deposit required No pets
753-9240
2BR central air & heat,
dean, w/d hookup South
641 492-8634
2BR Duplex, carport,
washer & dryer hook up
Call 498-8977
2BR deluxe apt central
heat & air, deck, appliances
& lawn maintenance furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in Northwood,
$325/mo 759-4406
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$300,mo, appliances &
lawn maintenance furnished
Embassy Apts
753-9898

APARTMENT in single
family dwelling area 2br,
appliances, quiet area.
near university $325/mo
Call 753-8096 or 753 2r,'13

753-7001

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

••••••,,

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper!

APT with carport, central
HA, water & appliances
furnished Zimmerman
apts. So 16th 753-6609
CHARMING 2 bedroom, 2
bath duplex with garage
Northwood Drive Appliances furnished, washer/
dryer hook-up, central air
and gas heat $475 a
month, 1 month deposit, 1
year lease No pets
753-2905

One bedroom apt
furnished
nicely
near campus.
CaU Owen
Food Market
753-4682

iOr

Happy Valentine's Day
Lynn!
I will love you till the
end of time. Thank
you for your love.

HAZEL Apartments. Hazel,
KY, is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity
HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students Available for
Spring Semester Coleman
RE, 753-9898

Love, Paul

Just bring in $8.00for a picture, names &love lines,along with a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for
Lovelines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo s & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 11th.

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

: •.

Duplex
BR
2
Northwood w patio & carport Cent
H A. Stove, refrig.,
dishwasher, disposal,w d hookup.
Bedrooms
have
15' Ig closets
Many kitchen cabinets INCLUDES
SEPARATE PRIVATE
20x30
STORAGE BLDG
W OVERHEAD
DOOR Ref $400
dep, $400 mo No
pets. 753-3018

460

"Sr

Pets
& Sumlies

Homes
For Sale

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

4BR 1bath. kitchen. LR
DR. and utility room-2 car
garage-only 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU $45,000
753-4464

NEW 2br townhouse all PART Chow puppies call
appliances furnished, in- 436-2571
cluding washer and dryer,
$450/mo plus deposit 1 PEG'S Dog Grooming
year lease Available im- 753-2915
mediately 753-4573
.130
NEW duplex apt at 1416
Real
Michelle Dr 2br, 2 full
Estate
baths, gas heat, approx
1250 sq ft with garage All 38 ARCES 1 2 miles east o
appliances furnished One Kirksey on Hwy 464
month deposit required & Cleaned up and seeded
lease Call 527-8757 or with a year wound spring
fed creek Ask for Bob Per753-0262
rin, Re/Max Properties
NEW large duplex in quiet 753-7653. res
753-3509
private area, appliances &
dishwasher, utility room, FOR your real estate
central gas heat & air, needs, contact Wilson Re$425/mo , lease + deposit, alty at 302 So 12th,
759-1087
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker, Pat ColONE br low utilities depoeman, 753-0818, associsit & references required,
ate Dan Miller, 435-4144,
no pets, $185/mo
associate & auctioneer
753-3949
KOPPERUD REALTY ofSPANKING new 2 bedfers a complete range of
room, 1 bath duplex with
Real Estate services with a
carport, appliances furnwide selection of quality
ished, washer/dryer hookhomes, all prices
up, central air and gas heat
753-1222
Available now $475 a
month, 1 month deposit, 1 MOVING to Kentucky or
year lease No pets
anywhere nationwide, free
753-2905
area information, RELO
agent Joe Passantino,
TAKING applications for
SIRK & CO. Realtors
section 8 rent subsidized
800-662-5651
or
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed- 502-928-2287
rooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Oppor- RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call Jean Bird Bel-Air Center.
502 - 753 -SOLD,
502-437-4113
1-800-369-5780
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
apartment, deposit, lease, ROBERTS Realty Callono pets 113S 13th St Call way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
753-3488
agency For all your real
VERY Nice 2BR town- estate needs call them tohouse duplex in private day at 753-1651 1 Sycaarea Lease & deposit re- more and 12th St
No pets
quired
$500/month 753-3343
435
Lake
340
Property
Houses
3-ADJOINING Lots, KenFor Rent
tucky Lake Sell or trade
2BR CHERRY Corner
489-2455
Stove & refrigerator
$300/mo references and NEW lake view home on 7
deposit required Call after acres in Farmer's Cove
Southside of Blood River
4prn 753-3187
next to community boat
3BR 14 bath $500/mo dock Under construction
and deposit 436-2818 after with basement $44,500
7 pm
finished TWIN LAKES
3BR house, lbath, central REAL ESTATE AND BUILgas heat, $400/mo, 1/yr DERS 753-0563
lease, limo deposit
pets 753 2905

FIXED rate adiustable VA
and FHA loans at Hum
phnes & Assoc Mortgage
Co in Paducah Call Kenny
Rose at 1-800 326-7634 or
An equal
1-442-9929
housing lender
HOUSE 2-4br. lbath, on
182/10 acre, 1/mile south
of Wiswell on 783
435-6099
THREE acres with modern
home 3br, big family room
central fix, brick, dbl, car
port, approximately 6 miles
from Murray Re/Max Properties Ltd ask for Bob Perrin, 753-7653, res
753-3509
170

Motorcycles
1983 HARLEY dresser
753-5303
1986 SUZUKI 230 Quad
Sport, 4 wheeler Good
condition, $1200 247-8636
after Spat
4AS

Auto
Parts
USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
wall, mounted and ba
lanced $125 + tax per set
Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121
South 753-5500
sqn
Used
Cars
1982 FORD Escort 4sp
good condition $550 firm
759-1799
1983 CUTLASS Supreme
753-2429
1988 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, white with blue interior, blue convertible top,
50xxx miles, perfect condibon, asking $11 000 1988
Chevrolet Corsica. blue,
4dr, 4cyl. 52xxx miles.
loaded, asking $4500
1989 Toyota Corolla SR5
Sport Coupe, 2dr red with
gray interior 24xxx miles,
loaded, asking $6800
492-8884 or 435-4237,
leave message
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE, loaded 753-5135 after
6pm

No

4BR in Hazel Available
Feb 19 Appliances induding washer/dryer
492-8526
5 BEDROOM 2 Bath $400 a
month 474-8222
FEMALE MSU student
looking for two roommates
to share 4br, 2 bath home
Must be able to pay
$100/mo and 'A utilities
753-7868 ask for Holly, if no
answer leave message
NORTHWOOD Dr duplex,
2br, 2bath, appliances turn
ished, w/d hookup central
ha. $475/mo ltyr lease
limo deposit No pets
753-2905

1991 CAMERO RS one
owner red, in showroom
condition Call 753-7545 or
20 ACRES on Johnny 753-9400 shown by appt
Robertson Rd 1100 feet $11,000
north of 94 753-5541
3 VOLKSWAGONS
2 WOODED lots in Sher- diesels, to be fixed or for
wood Forest Each lot parts 436-5560
150x200 $9000 for both
759-1084
FIRST time offered, lots in
Woodgate, fully paved
street. all city utilities Priced from $14,700-up. Ask
for Bob Perrin Re/Max
753-7653, res. 753-3509
SINGLE dwelling building
lots All utilities including
city cable Joining city limits 753-5541
460

360
For Rent
Or Leese

Homes
For Sale

BUILDING
144x42
heated & cooled, insulated
concrete floor, 9' ceiling
w/office 435-6099

4BR, 2bath, brick ranch
home with approx 4 5
acres, all fenced in Ideal
for horses or cattle, 6 stall
tool shed 5 miles NE of
759-4947 after
Murray

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information
3fiS

For Sale
Or Lease

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule
yard Music, Murray's Al.
pine Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavalier, 44xxx miles, am/fm
stereo, a/c, $5692
753-9240
1990 LX Mustang, one
owner, low miles. 4 'cyl , 5
Call
speed, loaded
753-7652
495

5pm
ALL brick 4br home with 9
acres Central air & gas 2
car garage. 3 baths, dining
room. 3yrs old, low $80's
Call 502-489-2749
CANTERBURY 3br.
bath, LR, DR. hardwood, 2
car garage, privacy fence
landscaped 753-5264

Vans
1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
4 cyl , 7 passenger, air,
cruise, 48XX X miles, excellent condition $9000 obo
502-489-2445
2-1991 DODGE Caravan 1
low miles, 1 high miles,
both nice 7 passenger call
753-0603
PLYMOUTH '88 Grand
Voyager LE, V-6 1 owner,
loaded, new tires, excellent
condition $6500 obo
759-1555

38R 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm

Livestock
Ststplies
BEE FMASTER (pure bred
bulls 6 young, 3 service
age bulls 527-1698

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

380
Pets
Supplies

rrrrrrrr

Classified Advertising Dept.

Mobile
Homes For Rent

2BR DUPLEX, central h/a,
appliances furnished Coleman RE, 753-9898

On call;
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

;
;I
iikAp

260

150

Airertrnents
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sale

OUR pledge When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up, you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
1988 CLAYTON mobile housing dollar Dinkins Mohome, 14 x 60, with ap- bile Homes Inc. Hwy 79
East, Paris, TN
pliances 437-4702
1-800-642-4891
One of
24x56 DOUBLEWIDE the southeast's oldest and
$7000 753-9866
largest home centers

NEW Covington tobacco
side dressers Double units
or single Vinson tractor
753-4892

Aron-,0

120

270

AKC German Shepard w/
roe obedience OSA bitch,
2 7month old males
436-2858

-Drop by A see our showroom
1109 SUNBURY muFtrA4v (114e.w4 Bur,,y Brwodi
7S3 SOO

APLIANCE REPAIR

DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming All breeds. all
sizes Southside Shopping
Center 759-1768

Service on all brands• window air condiboners refrigerators - freezer* - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

HAPPY JACK TRIVERMICIDE Recognized safe &
effective against hook,
round A tapeworms in
dogs & cats Available 0 T
C at Southern States

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappen-Kolvinstor-Emorson-Brown
'AN Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

..

PART Beagle puppies,
6wks old Cal 436-5808

... Steeleillbritten,Inc,

• ..A„,4 •
•-•4 *--;`;\:: •

*
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CIASSIFIEDS
Services
Mired

Service'
Mend
1976 DODGE pick-up, pa,
pb, air, motor has 64,000
miles $800 obo. Must sell
quickly_ 753-0370.
1987 BRONCO
753-5303

II

1991 CHEVY Silverado
Dually, loaded with every
option Red, red interior,
454 engine, only 24xxx
miles, Extra sharp
$14,300 759-4762 after

•-a

•

Danny Robinson

753-0616

HANDYMAN wiN do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair.
753-0596.

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, winALPHA Builders - Carpen- dows. carports, and patio
sPnl
try, remodeling, porches, enclosures 753-0280.
1991 CHEVY S-10 Blazer,
roofing, concrete, drive- K.B. ASSOCIATE. Gen4 3,4x4, red,loaded, 24xxx
ways, painting, mainte- eral construction ffimodelmiles. $13500. 753-5500.
nance, etc. Free estimates ing, garages, decks, patios,
489-2303
interior trim 753-0834.
510
AL'S hauling, yard work, KITCHEN CABINET REtree removal, mowing. Free COVERY existing doors &
Caespers
estimates. 759-1683.
frames with woodgrain for1964 CORNET campe
ANY remodeling, building, mica, all colors. Free estigood condition $700
painting, roofing. Refer- mates. Wulff's Recovery
382-2461
Murray. 436-5560.
ences. 759-1110,
1990 24ft ARIES travel
LICENSED
for electric and
trailer, sleep 6, air, tv an- APPLIANCE SERVICE
gas. 753-7203.
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
tenna, excellent condition
68500 obo 502-489-2445. Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- NATURAL LP & Propane
perience. BOBBY gas installation and serHOPPER, 436-5848
S20
vice, licensed and insured
Ercel Carter 753-6194
Boats
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
& Motors
Factory trained by 3 major PLUMBING - Free estimanufacturers. Most parts mates. Affordable rate.
1973 40HP Johnson boa
motor Runs good $600 in stock, on my truck. All Same day service. All work
work and parts warranted. guaranteed. 492-8816.
OBO. 492-8784.
Ask for Andy at The Ap
1984 STRATOS 1987 pliance Works, 753-2455. PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
150hp Mercury. Must sell
BACKHOE Service - ROY 436-5255.
753-7925
HILL. Septic system, drive
stripping,
1990 STRATOS 275 Fish & ways, hauling, foundations, REFINISHING,
custom woodworking.
Ski 150 Evinrude. Approx. etc. 759-4664.
753-8056.
60hrs garage kept. Sharp!
BACKHOE SERVICE.
trade
for
Swap
or
$13,000
BRENT ALLEN septic tank ROCKY COLSON Home
real estate 753-1404
installation, repair, replace- Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, conment 759-1515.
53171
crete. Free estimates. Call
BOB'S Plumbing Repair 474-2307.
Services
Service. All work guaranOffered
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
teed. 753-1134.
installation, repair, replaceAl Lamb Brothers Quality
Tree Service, light hauling, BRYON'S LAWN SER- ment. f3ackhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
etc Free estimates VICE Free estimates
753-4591
436-2102 ask for Luke.
SEWING machine repair.
installa- Kenneth Barnhill.
A-1 TOWN/country yard CARPET and vinyl
mowing,landscaping,tree tion and repairs. Glen Beb- 753-2674.
trimming,tree removal,fight ber, 759-1247.
SHEETROCK finishing,
hauling. Free estimates. CARPORTS for car and textured ceilings. Larry
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
trucks. Special sizes for Chrisman. 492-8742.
motor homes, boats. RV's
Al TREE Service. Stump
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
removal and spraying. Free and etc. Excellent protec- Removal. Insured with full
tion,
high
quality,
excellent
estimates. 753-0906 after
line of equipment. Free es5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495. value. Roy Hill, 759-4664. timates. Day or night,
CHIM Chlm Chimney 753-5484.
WALTS Mobile Home ReSweeps has 10% senior
pair. Soundproofing, rubcitizen discounts. We sell T.C. Dinh Repair and Mainber coating for roofs, parkchimney caps and screens tenance. Electrical • Cleaning lot sealing, flat roofs
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
435-4191.
repaired. 502-436-2776.
Street 753-6111 office,
COLSON'S Home Repair. 753-0606 after 5pm.
WINDOW tint: home, busiRemodeling, carpentry,
ness, auto. Free estimate.
painting and plumbing. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Reasonable rates.
aluminum gutters, variety
436-2575 after 5prn.
753-5185 or 762-2821.
of colors. Licensed, inGENERAL Repair plumb- COUNTERTOPS, CUSiOT. sured. Estimate available.
Homes, trailers, offices. 759-4690
ing, roofing, tree work
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-2642
TIMMY Gamble tree work
436-5560.
247-1377
GERALD WALTERS
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintULTIMANTE in mobile
ing. Free estimates. 18 and Cooling Service Com- home roofing. New insuplete installation and seryears experience, Local revice. Call Gary at lated, flexible roofing sysferences 436-2701.
tem. Finance assistance
759-4754.
available. 753-9270.
BACKHOE and Hauling
DRYWALL, finishing, re
Service 753-1221 or
pairs, additions and blow- VCR Doctor, home repair
753-1537
service. Minor malfunction
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
specialist Pay for only reGUTTERING By Sears:
FENCE sales at Sears pairs. No service charge.
Sears residential and comnow. Call Sears 753-2310 For details, call 437-4159,7
mercial continuous gutters
for free estimate for your days. anytime.
installed for your specificaneeds.
tions Call Sears 753-2310
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
for free estimate
FORREST Construction. Service Center, cleaningRemodeling, additions, re- servicing $15; most repairs
pair, painting, countertops, $35. New location: Route 1,
general carpentry and blue Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
prints. 753-9688. 14 years Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
experience.

I
•

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small 436-2052.

Painting
Paper
Hanging

FEBRUARY SAVINGS
Feb. 3rd 6th

We have brought In merchandise from our other stores that is
slightly damaged or irregular & slashed the prices drastically.

$3.00 ea
63" L Curtains
$2.00 ea
Odd & End Priscillas $4.00
Tank Covers

Bedspreads
All Sizes

0%

1
Off
Waverly Not Included
Select Group of

Swag & Tier Sets

only $9.99

Educator will address
multiculturalism in schools

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new crty?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

1/2

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hastens Ingaborg King 492-8349

Stock #93126

WHOLE
HOUSE

SALE!
3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL
?......*1

Day Bed Ensembles
Ruffled Curtains
Shower Curtains
I

tJ

13

Your
Price

axle min

Select Group of

Stock Blinds

Bed Ruffles

UP'
1r; 70 Illi YD11.
1.0/ WM
111t13011D PAD

$17372

$9,23363
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED

+ GOOD/+
DO IT ALL
FOR a+

$4880°

+BETTERI+
DO IT ALL
FOR ..) $698
"
+ BEST I+

7800

DO IT ALL
FOR.) $9

$400

Reeves Drapery Outlet
204 N Brewer
Paris, TN

Payments
As Low As

2.8 Liter V-6
Overdrive Transmission
P20575R15 Raised White
Letter Tires
Rallye Wheels
AM-FM Cassette

Tahoe Decor Package
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Sliding Rear Window
Cloth Interior
Chrome Rear Step Bumper

Off

50% on
W/Free Installation

$9.99

List Price
$10,893.00
Peppers Discount
- 1,659.37
& Rebate

le

Price

Waverly Fabric Top
Treatments, Bedspreads,
Comforters & Accessories
Custom Look
Discount Prices

All

1993 Chevrolet Sal0 Tahoe

*4{9k,

Valances & Shams

23"-36"
37--72* Also Available

V ,
t•t"

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 4,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE from those in a position to fulfill
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: your needs. Health matters return to
You will reach a new pinnacle of the spotlight.
power. Be willing to surrender some
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
of your autonomy in order to attain project you have been counting on
full success. The good will and could be threatened by last-minute
cooperation of your associates are delays. Seek help from someone
vital to your plans! Generous and who can pull this one out of the hat
unassuming. you often let your co- for you.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
workers take more than their fair
share of the credit. Come Novem- have excellent instincts about the
ber, it is essential that you tactfully best way to impress VIPs and pull
but firmly assert yourself. Diploma- financial strings. Pursue your aims
Seen presenting 12 academic achievement awards to Murray State cy and mutual respect will create a on a confidential basis. Be firm with
University U.S. Army ROTC cadets is Brigader General Joe N.Frazar favorable environment for romance friends who may not see things your
III, the Commander of Second ROTC Region. General Frazar visited and marriage before year's end.
way.
the Murray State University campus on 21 January 1993. After
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
presenting the achievement awards, General Frazar addressed the THIS DATE: aviator Charles Lind- Creative ideas flow, enhancing your
Racer battalion on their role in tomorrow's changing Army,and bow bergh. feminist Betty Friedan, chances for advancement. Try to
best to prepare themselves as future military leaders. During his visit actress Ida Lupino, comedian David limit the time you spend on routine
tasks. Tht domestic scene is tranGeneral Frazar ate lunch with MSU cadets at Winslow Cafeteria, and Brenner.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Be quil.
was briefed on upcoming events by the Cadet Operations Officer,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Cadet Steve Cornelius. General Frazar was given a tour of the Murray prepared to deal with heavier
State Campus and stayed to participate in the Cadet Weekly responsibilities this month. Your 21): Traveling with someone close
to you could have a significant
Leadership Lab. Receiving awards from BG Frazar are Murray State ability to adapt quickly stands you impact on your work or business. A
in good stead. Teamwork puts you
Cadets James Lacy and Heather Hasty.
friendship is exhilarating. Take a
in a positive frame of mind.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): deeper look at what is happening.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Stay out of the spotlight today. Making full use of your social and busi- 19): Candid conversations prove
ness contacts will help you get the enlightening. You are attuned to
jump on your competitors. Family other people's wishes and able. to
accomplish a lot. The friends you
problems require tactful handling.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A make today can help you with a
Renowned educator and author National Association for the Educagift in the mail will get the day off major project.
Dr. Jawanza Kunjufu will speak on tion of Young Children and Na- to a flying start. Influential people
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
are willing to give your ideas a hear- It is easier to get your plans
"Developing
a
Multicultural tional Urban League. He has apSchool" at Murray State University
peared on the °prat Winfrey Show, ing. Do your homework. Your exu- approved by-business-associates or
higher-ups today. Use charm and
berance leads to achievement.
Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. in the Tony Brown's Journal and Black
CANCER (June 21-July 22): your powers of persuasion. A good
Collins Center for Industry and
RecenTelevision.
Entertainment
The time is right for seeking a prop- evening to catch up on your correTechnology Auditorium.
tly, he served as executive producer
Kunjufu, executive director of of a full feature movie titled, "Up erty loan or doing your tax returns. spondence.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Win favors through private chanAfrican American Images Talent
Against the Wall," starring Marla
nels. Make play and relaxation part Activities linked to'home life are
Center of Chicago, earned his doc- Gibbs. The movie deals with peer of your evening agenda.
favored. Your co-workers could
torate from Union Graduate School. pressure.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The decide to join forces with you. Do
The center strives to identify and
An informal reception for Kun- aura of success surrounds you now. not place unnecessary restrictions on
develop children's talents and moti- jufu will be held immediately fol- You can expect a favorable response yourself.
vate them to start their own busineslowing the workshop in the Multises. He has warted with the DepartTODAY'S CHILDREN are born optimists. always ready to look on the
cultural Center of the Curris Center
bright
side. Tolerant and forgiving, they are able to get along with all kinds
ment of Human Services and is a
by
the
Sponsored
State.
at Murray
of
people.
Workaholics by nature, these Aquarians believe in rolling up their
former consultant to the U.S. Office
Murray State Minority Student Orsleeves
and
getting down to business. Dutiful and reliable, they rarely have
of Education. Also, he is the author
ganization Advisory Committee, to be reminded of their responsibilities. A career in medicine or social work
of several minority-oriented educaboth the seminar and reception are
may hold special appeal for these intelligent and giving Aquarians.
tional books, including the third
free and open to the public.
volume of the best-selling "Coun(To order a revised and updated copy of Jessie Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and ForevFor more information, call °del- er: How
Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan," send $8.95 plus SI postage and handling
tering the Conspiracy to Destroy
office
at
Trio
the
MS
U
sia Torian at
to Dixon, do Andrews and riik:Meel. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable lo
Black Boys," and his latest publica- (502) 762-4439.
Andrews and McMeel.i
tion, an Afrocentric multicultural
curriculum called "SETCLAE."
Additionally, Kunjufu has been
involved with National Headstart,

Select Group of

noio

Custom Blinds

Ioroseope‘,

642-9019
1-800-748-9342

We are proud to use,_cC);\
40<9recycled newsprint.
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SALES TAX AND INSTALLATION IS
NOT INCLUDED NO OTHER PROMOTIONS OR COUPONS ACCEPTED.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPERS
irar. 600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
"Oldsmobile
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CHEVROLET
Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices after rebate Dealer re*ns any incentives Payment calculated with 10% down cash
or trade, 60 mos, 9.69 APR Taxes, title arid administrative fee additional
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1993

Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Looking ILic

Today is W-.
y. Feb. 3. the 34th day of 1993. There are 331
duty, left in the
Today's Highlight in History:
Feb. 3. 1959. was "the day the music died" as a plane crash near
Clear Lake, Iowa, claimed the lives of rock 'n' roU stars Buddy Holly,
Ritchie Valens and J.P. "The Big Hopper" Richardson.
On this date:
In 1690, the first paper money in America was issued by the colony
of Massachusetts; the currency was used to pay soldiers fighting a war
against Quebec.
In 1783. Spain recognized U.S. independence.
In 1809, the territory of Illinois was created.
In 1930, the chief justice of the United States, William Howard
Taft, resigned for health reasons.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger blasted off from Cape Canaveral. Fla., on a problem-plagued mission that included the faulty
deployment of two satellites.
In 1986, President Reagan appointed a 12-member commission to
investigate the Challenger disaster that claimed the lives of the entire

Tea years ago
Calloway County Public
Library, Murray Woman's Club
and city and county schools are
sponsoring the annual Read-AThon to raise funds for local
activities of the Retarded
Children.
• Lisa Gardner, Rick Wagoner,
Kevin Crawford and Ashley Miller, all of Calloway County High
School, and Amy Ross of Murray
High School have been selected
to perform in annual All-State
Chorus at Kentucky Music Education Association Convention at
Louisville, Feb. 2-5.
Debi Henry, daughter of Don
Henry and Ann Henry of Murray,
a senior at Centre College, Danville, is participating in China
Off-Campus Study Program during the winter term. The group
left Jan. 29.
Jennifer Janice Francis and

:Crew.

Ten years ago: U.S. and Israeli officials agreed to a boundary separating their military forces in Beirut, Lebanon, following repeated confrontations between U.S. Marines and Israeli troops.
Five years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives handed President Reagan a major defeat, rejecting his request for at least $36.25
million dollars in aid to the Nicaraguan Contras by a vote of 219-211.
The U.S. Senate voted unanimously to confirm Anthony M. Kennedy
to the U.S. Supreme Court
One year ago: President Bush got into a testy exchange with Democratic governors at the White House over his economic-revival plan.
Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa sparked controversy by
saying American workers were losing the drive "to live by the sweat
of their brow."
Today's Birthdays: Author James Michener is 86. Comedian Shelley Berman is 67. Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md, is 60. Football Hall-ofFamer Fran Tarkenton is 53. Actress Blythe Danner is 50. Football
Hall-of-Famer Bob Griese is 48. Singer-guitarist Dave Davies is 46.
Actress Morgan Fairchild is 43.
Thought for Today: "Absence is to love what wind is to fire; it
extinguishes the small, it inflames the great." — Bussy-Rabutin,
French soldier and writer (1618-1693).

William Wesley Furgerson Jr.
were married Dec. 20 at Katy,
Texas.
Twenty years ago
A feature story and pictures
about Gene Knight, local blacksmith, is published. The photographs were by Wilson Woolley.
Kenneth Imes has been
selected as Outstanding Young
Man of Murray and Calloway
County by Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, according to
Steve Durbin, president.
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Mark S. Pierce, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frelon Pierce, has left his
homebase at Brunswick Naval
Air Station, Brunswick, Maine,
for a five-month deployment to
Mediterranean Sea.
Capt. Ivan D. Frye of ROTC
Department, Murray State University, spoke on "Our National
Defense Program" at a meeting

of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution held at home of Mrs.
Maurice Humphrey.
Thirty years ago
W.C. Caldwell has been named
as Technical Superintendent of
Murray Division of Tappan Company, effective Feb. 4, according
to Robert Wyman, general
manager.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Hopkins, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas
Miller, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Boyd, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Morrison, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Littlejohn,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Ewing Duncan.
Gail Humphrey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Humphrey of Murray, a recent graduate of Murray
State College, has started her

teaching position at Bloomfield
High School, Bloomfield, Mo.

Forty years ago
Calloway County Court Clerk
Lester Nanny urges residents to
buy their new automobile license
tags now to avoid the last minute
rush before March 1.
New Concord beat Murray
Training for championship and
Kirksey beat Lynn Grove for
consolation title in Calloway
County High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Mathis, New Concord, M.
Barnett, Murray Training, Suitcr,
Kirksey, and West, Lynn Grove.
Elected as officers of Murray
Magazine Club at a meeting at
home of Mrs. George Upchurch
were Mrs. E.C. Parker, Mrs.
Clyde Downs, Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill and Mrs. Fred
Gingles.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: After raising our
family (six children) and being married for almost 50 years, my husband and I moved to Florida. We
love it here. Out problem is visitors.
After being invited to visit us one
year, they take it to mean an annual visit.
Abby, people who hadn't contacted us for 40 years while we lived up
north, now write to tell us that they
will be coming here from this date
to that date. We never knew we had
so many friends and relatives.
My health isn't the best, and I
would like to enjoy my golden years

instead of marketing, cooking and
entertaining from the time I wake
up until I go to bed. Just because we
live in a resort area doesn't mean
we have to provide vacations, room
and board.
My husband says. They are
family." To me, -family" means our
children and their children. Relatives of our relatives are not -family." They are all nice people, but
enough is enough already!
If you put this in the paper, and
I hope you do, please don't use our
names, initials or even the city it

was mailed from. I'm sure this could

apply to a lot of people. I just wish I
were better at saying "no."
TIRED IN FLORIDA

DEAR TIRED: You're not
very good at saying "no"
because you haven't had much
practice. You are not alone; I've
answered similar letters in the
past. Other "snow birds" now
living in Florida never knew
they had so many friends — and
relatives.
One solution is to tell those
"friends" who call and tell you
when they plan to be in Florida

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
ONE .. TWO.. THREE
DOLLARS , PLuS A
OuARTER IN MY
POCKET

4:/
ga, •

mAT's YOuR FALSE
WALLET, ISN'T IT ? YOu
KEEP THAT JUST FOR
THESE OCCASIONS?

1 THINK HE KEEPS HIS
REAL WALLET IN SOME
.
5

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

OTHER POCKET

'
4'44
•
9
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that you would enjoy seeing
them. Then say:"We will be glad
to make reservations for you at
a nice little motel near us. How
much do you want to spend?"
DEAR ABBY: Add this to your
next column about fire prevention

week:
One year ago, we stood arid
watched our home, two gTeenhouses, garage and workshop. three
tractors and three small outbuildings burn to the ground %Nithin two
hours. Everything in sight was on
fire from a grass fin, started with
sparks from a welding machine
High winds fanned it. Th, fire con
sumed everything we had. We had
no insurance and lost more than
SI00,000!
We had three smoke detectors
and eight fire extinguishers inside
— hut not one single fin, e\ tillguisher outside. in a harm or garage,
because we never dreamed a thing
like that could happen to us at high
noon outdisirs!
In 55 years ofmarriage, this ..as
our only fire. Now we have ti, •,ttrt
ovfffnirrismitch.1C,:nevcrtimaitc
to learn fire prevention. Please run
this in your column. Abby. It mav
help others.
START!
ATI{
IN MIDLAND. TEXAS

CALVIN and HOBBES
oLL slEA41?./ KAI,YOU'LL
l41.1E. TO CATCH ME
FIRST

DEAR STARTING OVER: My
heart aches for you. Thank you
for writing to warn others, in
order to prevent them from
experiencing the tragic loss you

V44._14 "OA 5TRAIT.G1 IS

TO RUN LAE. P. SallIREL ,
ITS HARD TO .00ME UP WIN
;A GOOD TAUNT'

endured.

T•

2-i
I)EAR ABBY: Which is correct
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EsKIMO
THIGNS

:71

DEAR JOHN HEFT: "Teaspoonsful" would be my preference, but my dictionary (Webster's Ninth New ('ollegiate)
shows both to be correct.

•LAC, O•
3 WON

CATHY
r

OUR
GOWNS
TAKE
A YEAR
TO

I KNOW, BUT OEN
'
.(WHEN I SOT THE RING IN
I GOT ENGAGED
AUCTUST, IT WAS TOO LATE TO
LAST FEBRUARY
ORDER A GOWN BECAUSE I
I COULDN'T ORDER
WAS OBSESSED WITH HAVING
A GOWN BECAUSE
THE wEDDINer IN OCTOBER...
MY FIANCE WAS
...wHEN WE TEmPoRARILY
TOO PARANOID TO
BROKE UP IN OCTOBER IT WAS
BUY A RING.
Too LATE TO ORDER A FrOwn)
BECAUSE MY MOTHER INSISTED
SALO
ON A CHRISTMAS WEDDING.

WHEN HALF HIS REUITIVES QUIT
OUR
r IS THERE ANY
SPEAKING (MIER THE HOUDA1/4/5,
INDUSTRY LESS
GOWNS
WE HAD TO POSTPONE THE WEDTAKE
EQUIPPED TO
01536
IN._ BUT I'M BACK! A 'MAR
CATER TO HUMAN
TEctiNiCALLv BEEN IN THE
RELATIONSHIPS?
TO
SOWN mARKET FOR A YEAR,
ORDER.
THE MOOING'S SET FOR
MARCH, AND I"ANT A DRESS!!
BRIDAL SA N

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
.411=IMMII

Crosswords
ACROSS
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1 Moccasin
4 Lucille —
8 Again
12 Time gone by
13 Russian
mountains
14 Jot
15 Turn down
17 Emmet
19 Switch
position
20 Soar in air
21 Large bird
22 In addition
23 Liberate
25 Chinese
pagoda
26 Three-toed
sloth
27 Falsehood
28 Vehicle
29 Permit
32 Hypothetical
force
33 Amass
35 You and I
36 Foot lever
38 Anger
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FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE
SHE- S4JIRL/OWED-14e CRT To CFI1Z.4-1THE-131•RD,
SHE SWALLOWED1HE 13(RD To c_firc-H THE

(Come oN,APRIL-Trite-Fog)
EfitSFAST!
fiNt_____

SPIDER-THAT WFUGGLEID AND kneaLeo
fiND liCi<LED INSIDE HER
SHE StaillotkIF-CYTHE.SPIDER
. To
I DON'T
l<NouJ 141-1YSWA1.4.0WEI)
TH

cgroi THE. Fly -SOT

Fi_y

;

4bAl

GARFIELD
JOIN US AGAIN

NEXT TiftiE FOR
'MACRAME AMP YOU"!

7,4
p
argiggi. 1

ItizirMDAV‘,2-3
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PEANUTS

CATCI4 TNE
POLAR BEAR, HUH?

UJI44T ARE YOU
GOING TO
DO NOW?

NO, I PON1T KNOW WI-I-AT
A MOOSE TASTES LIKE..
.".•••••••••••••-••

1110
2-)

Aldo

.4=111
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"teaspoonsfur or "teaspoonfuls-'
Thank you.
JOHN A. ifErr
l'A

39 Washington
bill
40 Above
41 Beverage
42 Moderately
dark
43 Toll
45 Animal's coat
46 "None — the
Brave"
47 Early morn
48 Stroke
49 Tumultuous
crowd
52 "The —
Tunnel"
54 Norse god
56 Electrified
particle
57 Emerald isle
58 Winter wrap
59 Female deer
DOWN
1 Equality
2 Mature
3 Shade of
brown
4 Full of

Answer to Previous Puzzle

WOO MOM] 000
1000 OD000 MUM
000110 OWD001010
00M0 GUM
GUMMID DUU
30 0IJD DOOM
0E10 00000 000
OUDO 00000 MO
00 M0 MODEM
01510 0000
MOOMMU U000
0OU 0001:00 E1011
1003 OUOUM MOM
2-3 C) 1993 United Feature Syndicate
activity
5 Exist
6 Armstrong ID
7 South
American
animal
8 River island
9 Negative
10 Kind of

collar
11 Staff
16 Rubber tree
18 Greek letter
21 Sooner
22 Be ill
23 Complete
failure:
slang
24 Be borne
25 Hindu
cymbals
26 In music,
high
28 Mountain
pass
29 High card
30 Possesses
31 Seven days
33 Tooth crown
34 Period of
time
37 Owing
39 Offer a
higher price
than
41 Instructor
42 Confer
knighthood
upon
43 Doom
44 Arabian
commander
46 Astaire ID
46 Poison
49 Write
49 "Adam's —"
50 Game at
cards
51 Opp. of WSW
63 Note of
imeNs
U Fulfill

DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently underwent foot surgery. During normal
testing, my family doctor discovered
throilgh an EKG that I have a left
bundle branch block. He said there is
no cure and nothing should be done for
my condition except to monitor it. I'm
41, have no reason to doubt my family
physician, yet I feel it doesn't hurt to
double check on something as important as my heart.
DEAR READER: Electrical impulses that govern the pulse travel to
the cardiac muscle through two primary nerve pathways: the left bundle
branch and the right bundle branch.
Ordinarily, the electrical charges
travel quickly down the bundles,
reaching their destination in a tenth
of a second or less.
Sometimes, however, these electrical impulses meet resistance, which
delays their passage through the bundles. Such a situation is always abnormal but the significance varies, depending on which pathway is affected
Right bundle branch block can exist
from birth and may not indicate heart
disease. The right bundle is less important than the left (which supplies
energy to most of the cardiac muscle).

Thus, doctors tend to ignore RBBB.
unless it newly appears in a context of
recognized heart disease.
Left bundle branch block, on the
other hand, is usually a red flag for
cardiologists because it reflects underlying coronary artery disease
more often than not. Therefore. I
don't agree with your family doctor's
analysis. In my opinion, your LBBB
means you're developing heart disease, until proved otherwise. I believe
a prudent physician would insist that
you have a stress test, at least.
In addition, you should notify or
eliminate appropriate risk factors in
your behavior: stop smoking, lose
weight,treat hypertension,lower cholesterol, exercise regularly, and so
forth.
Because the cause of your LBBB is
in doubt, I suggest you request a referral to a cardiologist. After examining you and reviewing your electrocardiogram, the specialist may order
additional testing, such as the stress
test I mentioned. Your heart is important. Your concerns are justified.
lb give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'Heart Disease."
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10th 8 Chestnut St.
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U.S.B.A. Choice Boneless

CHUCK
ROAST

OCCOLI or
CAULIFLOUR

Lb.

3
Jim Adams 12 as. Pkg.

Bacon
Tenn. Pride (Bonus Pk. 3/$5.37)

Pork Sausage

$1.19
m. $1.99
U.S.
#1 Idaho

POTATOES

$1188
.0
Lb.
Bag

Lb. Bag

Jim Adams 12 as.(Bonus Pk. 31$3.21)

Wieners
Frozen

Catfish Fillets

$1.19
m. $2.29

Carrots

39'

Florida 4 Lb. lag

Oranges

$1.99

VEGETABLES
Great Northern, Pinto,
Chili rna Bed Kidney Beans
15 on. Can

511111111311=111111
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Effective Dates:
Feb. 34
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